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abstract
The fountainhead of the tramways in South African cities occurred a century
ago, when Johannesburg, in particular, experienced horse-drawn trams in the
early 18908. From a rough Baby~on, this city has henceforth experienced
significEifit changes in time and space, failing to avoid the desecration of
racial segregation and the associated spatial rami1fications. The
contemporary city hs thus charged with the task of reconstruction and
integration to redresa the effects of past actions.
In parallel, the renslssance of the tramway worldwide, in the form ('if rapid
transit, has brought to light an opportunity to be exploited in the precess clf
re-assembling the fragm~iited urban form. The catalytic and associated rtpple
effects of rapid transit on the urban environment in nearby prmdmity is,
considered crltleal to both the sustainability of the nystf:'m and to the
environment through which it operates.
The underlying approach incorporates the notion of linking history and
precedent a's a means of instructing future designs. The process Is
concerned w!th definition, decoraposltlcn, analysis of ir':ermutual links, and
re-assembling the whole, to achieve a higher level conceptual abstractlon and
understanding. Such an understanding could facilitate the urban designer to
maximise the catalytiC benefits of a revived urban element.
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11.1 THE CITY RE-ASSEMBLEO: THE RENAISSANCE OF THE TRAMWAY
The exigency faced by the contemporary South African city is that of. urban
reconstruction. In moving beyond the nee-apartheid city, opportunities need to be
sought to remedy the presently disjointed and dysfunctional urban form, due to past
manipulations under both colonial and apartheid regimes. The renaissance of the
tremweys, or popularly referred to a rapid transit, is considered in this dissertation to
be a device which could contribute towards the re-assemblage of urban form (after
Kostof, 1992). Rapid transit, if applied, within and integral to. a broader framework
of urban reconstruction, could be used as a restructuring device in the process of
reparation of the South African city, and that its application as part of such a
process can have positive catalytic impacts on the urban form and society.
While the focus is on the integrating role on the urban environment, and the positive
catalytic impacts on the surrounding urban environment, the corollary applies. The
very sustainahility of the system is reliant on the construct of this supporting urban
environment. Inclusive in such an environment would be a mixed land-use core,
with a substantial proportion of residential land use, and rippling outwards from the
eplcentre, other necessary and supporting uses in the urban environment, such as
community and recreation facilities. The mix and thresholds pertaining to the
sustenance of rapid transit is largely dependent on the context. For instance, a
rapid transit route operating in an inner city area would vary from a suburban
context.
lntot est in the role which rapid transit may partake in restructuring was sparked in
response to recent interest and investigations into the feasibility of a light rail system
for Johannesburg's inner city, In particular, a pilot study route was proposed,
connecting the Westgate Station to Rockey-Raleigh Street in Yeoville. It is the
contention of this thesis that both the actual route selected and the approach
adopted, !~problematic,
L1.2 METHODOLOGY: HISTORYAND PRECEDENT
The methodology adopted seeks establish a link to the process of ra-assembling of
the dichotomised urban form of the South African city. In this regard, this
dissertation relies heavily on Rapoport's (1990) underlying "theory" of
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Environment-Bahavior Studies (EBS), wruch approaches the implications of the
study of the history of the built environment and the use of historical precedents for
future designing.
Rapoport (1990, p.465) proposes a rational approach which explicitly defines the
relevant system of settings, decomposing them into constituent parts, studying their
mutual interactions and mechanisms, followed by re-assembling the wt at a
higher level of conceptual abstraction and understanding.
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Rapoport (1983, 1990) indicates that design is concerned with creating better
environments. Design also needs to be viewed as a set of hypotheses of the form:
if such and such is done, the following will happen. These hypotheses thus need to
be based on the best available data. This raises questions as to: what is better?
and for whom? how does one know that? what can be done to ensure better design,
and why? and how does one know that? how to evaluate? or improve? etc.
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Rapoport (1990) continues in asking the question: How does the study of history
change if the foregoing is the position taken in the present? A corollary of this is:
how a study of history can assist to answer questions such as these? ln part,
changes in the way design is done and how environments evolve (selectlonisrn) as
opposed to the environment being designed or created (instruction ism). While
selection ism refers to a far more gradual process whereby fit is achieved, it is the
latter process ''{hich is of particular concern to this discourse, in that
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"in current desfgn by professionals the predominant, in fact any, process is
instructionism"(Rapoport 1990, p.82).
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3Th9 role of EBS is to enable designers to
NoT
" 'objectify' the knowledge needed to give valid instructions" (Rapoport 1990,
p.82).
BUT
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Certain steps may be identified for a designer to follow. One begins firstiy using
EBS, with the body of evidence being the range of data, involving historical data.
The critical aspect is that the designer does not copy products from the past, but
rather translates lessons of the past, as well as inferences about behaviour based
on them, into data suited to an instructionist mode.
In essence, therefore, the approach is that which uses
"both present-day conceptual, theoretical, and methodological apparatus and
data from the pastil (ibid., p.83).
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In defining the domain, there is a need to consider the subject matter to be
concerned with
"the cultural landscape, the relevant system of settings ... (not) the individual
building as artifact, and certainly not the individual 'masterpiece' bui/dingll
(ibid., p.465).
By the same token, the domain of this dissertation attempts to consider beyond the
tramway, or rapid transit system, to embody the total environment through which
such a system operates, and the sphere of impacts.
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"one obviously ne sds to use whatever data is available rather inen ceretultv
controlled samples. The evidence, however, can be controlled in other ways,
4_,
for example, by snowing its reference, maximizing its relevant variety, and so
on".
For a 'third world' city context, this statement is meaningful, in that ,he urban
designer can operate within restrictive parameters in terms of data availability.
Furthermore, as performed herein, base of evidence is more clearly defined by the
current requirements of a reconstructed post-apartheid city.
The value of Rapoport's approach, therefore, is one which facilitates an
understanding of how to analyse past inter-,;'t~~tions.both locally and where relevant,
internationally, to provide precedents for improving the design of modern
Johannesburg.
1.3 A BRIEF OVERVIEW
There are numerous arguments to support the need for rapid transit in the inner city,
if approached in a holistic manner. Atkinson (in Attoe 1988, pp, 200-204) indicates
that a more public transit oriented city may be justified on the basis of :
.. Highway development and expansion thereof does not work.
.. It makes social justice and economic sense.
.. The city model which focuses on the inner city is u. still valid idea1.
.. It fosters identity.
.. There are economic spinoffs.
.. Transit systems can be customised according to context.
5Based on this thinking, a more appropriate approach to rapid transit interventions in
urban areas is argued for. This draws from international findings and case studies
regarding specifically their interface and catalytic impacts on the immediate
environment {in Chapters 3 and 4). Compounded with an understanding of local
requirements and precedent (in Chapter 2), a foundation is established for
re-evaluating the current approach adopted.
The response is a new vision for a transit-oriented district, which is applied to
Westgate Station, Johannesburg.
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62.1 AIMS
Why are cities under stress? The first part of this chapter aims to provide a broad
understandinq the crisis which the contemporary South African city, in general, and
the country's •primate' city, Johannesourq, in particular, confronts. Furthermore,
while many of the problems facing the South African city are inherently local, and
may be attributed to past segregationist approaches, there are broader issues faced
by cities worldwide. It is becoming increasingly apparent to address the disease of
the Ci~V,which has arisen due to the conflict between the city and the motor vehicle.
The second part deals with the local history of the tramways of Johannesburg, which
provides extractions and extrapolations of historical materialism relating to
Johannesburg. This then begins to form a platform on which to select and evaluate
international case studies.
2.2 THEURBANCRISIS
"Apartheid legislation distorled access to natural resources, denying the
majority of South Africans the use of land, water, fisheries, minerals, wild/ife
and clean air. South Africa's aparlheid policies, combined with the
underregulated activities of focal and transnational corporations, contributed
to the degradation of environmental resources ... Povelty and environmental
degradation have been closely linked" (RDP 1994, D.38).
While a certain amount of blame may be attributed to an apartheid legacy I the
environmental condition, particularly manifest in urban areas, is a global issue. The
contemporary society is addicted to speed and mobility, substantiated by Sontag (in
King 1990, p.43) who, in describes the human scene as a
"contemporary, restless, pleasure-seeking, mobile society; mObile in every
sense ... 'a new sensibility rooted in extreme social and physical mobility; in
the crowdedness of the human scene; in the availability of new sensations
7such as speed (both physical speed, and the speed of images, as in cinema,
television or video)"'.
The blame has largely been attributed to the motor vehicle. Girardet (1992, p.102)
notes the addictive nature of the car on the mind.
"As we learn to rsty on them, they refuse to tet go of us. As our nends grip the
steering wheel, control, power, and "iteedom" are within our grasp ... Cars
induce an unreal state of mind, As the world whizzes by we are lulled away
from mundane worries. But traffic jams and accidents kill such illusions: the
darker side of car use that we try to forget".
A similar vk, :.' has been expounded by Richards (1990, p.1) who indicates that it is
becoming increasing difficult to move around in cities. He furthermore adds that the
pressure is mounting for places of work and living, which in turn relates to an
increasing demand for roads and other transport. Transport infrastructure
constitutes an integral part of tht? city fabric. For lnstance,
"roeae and parking spaces already occupy a large proportion of the land
within cities - up to 30 per cent of its area in Europe and often more than 50
per cent in North America (ibid., p.1).
The impact which transportation has had on the urban form, particularly concerning
the rise of middle landscape, is notable. Kostof (1992, p.S9) indicates that
L Gou~,,~ocrI~q2) ,
lithe modern suburb, in the sense of a residential settlement for commuters,
was from the very start the child of fast transportation. This is what
distinguishes the modern epfsode of the periphery from all previous sutsumen
activity",
Prior to 1800, the ''walking city" was characterised by a maximum girth directly
related to a ten minute pedestrian walking time over half a mile, or approximately
s
800 metres, with horse-back riding and wagons moving at a comparable pace
through narrow streets Kostof (1992, p.S9). However, the bourgeois suburbia has
always existed. For instance, Florence in the fourteenth century had rich estates
tnat occupied 'extra mural' land. The Baroque period was an important phase in
terms private transport for the wealthy. Taking Paris as an example, its coach
numbers increased to 12 000 by 1700. The pre-taxi hackney service or the sedan
chair were also popular options for those who could afford such services (ibio.,
p.59).
Dower (1993, p.31) notes that the story of the modern roads in Britain began in
1886 with the formation of the Roads Improvement Association. This period of time
was marked by the preference given to the motor vehicle and its users, Three
desideratum, namely convenience; $afe~y and pleasure were of primary concern.
Over time, imoalance between these three began occurring. Pleasure in travel was
the first to suffer, with diminishing view from the road. Both the growth in traffic and
the mix of various traffic modes began to playa detrimental role in road safety. In
the 1950's the convenience factor began eroding away. This was highlighted in
Buchanan's reports on the problems and impacts of vehicular congestion. Dower
(1993, p.31) further notes that thi~ attrition of convenience, safety and pleasure
have been wide and verled. For instance,
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"Roads have been widened and improved; new roads have been built;
different sorts of traffic have been, to some degree, segregated; road traffic
has been discouraged and even banned from some areas; road surfaces,
crossings and vehicles have been made safer; ribbon development has been
largely stopped; conscious effort has gone into the design of street furniture
and the landsc~lping of motorweys".
The congestion monster has, however. not been stopped. In Britain, the solution is
seen to be the building of more roads. A shift in thinking from certain quarters is
emerging. The Transport Studies Unit of Oxford University investigated the effect of
road traffic growth in Britain in 1989, with indlication given that growth on the scale of
9offir1al forecasts would severely threaten both the fabric and quality of countryside.
In addition, rural traffic could increase three or four fold in the next few decades, in
comparison to a fifty per cent growth in urban areas (Dower 1993, p.32).
A range of costs attributed to roads and road transport are highlighted in this report,
including:
4> Human costs - inefficient energy use, misery and tension caused by accidents,
congestion and noise pollution: as well as isolation and inconvenience for non-car users.
.. Financial costs - attributed to road building programs, maintenance and accidents.
.. Physical costs - both in terms of destruction of the landscape and liveability of
communities.
• Environmental costs - insidious amenity damage from signage, lighting etc., structure of
habitat, and noxious vehicle emissions (ibid., p.32).
Recommendations were made by the Countryside Commission that a new approach
to the transport problem was required. Sustainability is argued to be the key
concept, although this needs to be defined and elaborated on.
Behrens and Watson (1992, pp.51-51) have also indicated the costs associated with
fragmented and sprawl cities in South Africa. These include capital, operating,
individual, environmental, efficiency, congestion, and economic productivity costs. A
recent study undertaken in the Johannesburg metropolitan area set out to compare
the costs associated with transport versus land subsidisation (Bulletin 1994,
pp.8-12). The underlying concern was that
"The density of most metropolises of the world tend to peak within five
kilometres of the centre and to decrease gradually towards the periphery. By
contrast, the Witwatersrand density profile peaks at 22 km and at 43 km from
10
the city centre with extremely low average density up to 15 km from the
centre. This increl8sing density gradient is the result of the constraints on
land-use imposed by the now abolished Group Areas Actll (World Bank Aide
Memoire, 1991).
The case studies of two fictitious centralised sites (Crown Park and River Park)
located 2,5 and 5 km from the Johannesburg CSO, respectively, and a dispersed
settlement (Orange Farm) located approximately 42 km south-west of
Johannesburg. The following broad conclusions reached in this study regarding the
comparative cost of development and transportation between dispersed and
centralisedwere made:
.. The total costs incurred by a dispersed community are significantly more sensitive to the
number of trips generated per person than those for a centralised community,
.. From this point, it may be concluded that it would be less expensive to increase the
number of trips (mobility) of the community by subsidising centralised land purchasing
costs than subsidising dispersed community's travelling costs (Bulletin 1994).
In design-specific terms, suburban sprawl may be characterised by a variety of
physical attributes (Duani 1991,p.10), including
.. Isolated and separate land use "pods" dedicated to single uses such as shopping centres
or residential clusters. These pods are inaccessible from other land uses, except with the
use ofa car.
• Housing is segregated in large groups of equal cost, restricting any socio-economic
diversity.
• The scale and form of development is controlled by vehicular traffic, for instance with
the design of wide roads, car dedicated routes, and large parking lots dominating the
streetscape.
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.. Cui-de-sacs and loop streets occurring in pods are prominent, restricting through-traffic
to a few collector streets and, M a result contributing to congestion.
.. Buildings tend to have a negative relationship with the streets in being set back, and
thereby insuring a lack of sense of place.
The pedestrian has been one of the major sufferers of tht effects of the modern
urban problem. The loss of freedom, particularly for individual city dwellers is
considerable. Hillman (in Elkin and McLaren 1991, p.54) notes that
"The lives of pedestrians, especially children and old people are put at risk by
the fact that the 'pavement network' for them Is in~~rrupted at every road
intersection. Few pedestrian precincts have been created, but in any case
pedestrians are rarely confined in their movements to such restricted erees,
and on major roads, detours to crossings, footbridges and underpasses,
which are rarely cleaned or policed, are necessary. It is noteworthy that
about one in seven pedestrian casualties occurs on pedestrian crosslnqs".
A study carried out in San Francisco by Appleyard and Lintel! (19i'2) indicated the
detrimental effects with heavy traffic volumes had on social interaction. The study,
which included field interviews and observation, was carried out on three similar
San Francisco streets. It indicated an inverse correlation between the number of
friends and acquaintances each individual had within the street area. The authors
noted that
"them was a marked tiitterence in the way these three streets were seen and
used, especially by the young and elderly. On the one hand, LIGHT STREET
was a lively close-knit community whose residence made full use of their
street. The street had been divided into different use zones by the residents.
Front steps were used for sitting and chatting, sidewalks by children for
playing, and by adults tor standing and passing the time of day ... HEll. VY
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STREET, on tne other hand had little or no sidewalk activity and was used
solely as a corridor between the sanctuary of f:.>.Jividualhomes and the
outside world "(ibid.).p.93).
2.3 THE TRAMWAYS AND THE MAKING OF JOHANNESBURG
The focus of this part of this chapter concentrates on extracting salient points
relating to the development of Johannesburg over a relatively short time period,
from A colonial city, through apartheid domination, and to its current state of
perpe.ual spatial segregation, even after the birth of a democratic State. It is not a
study of historical evolution. Furthermore, several properUes apropos the
interaction between the tramways and the built environment, are incorporated
throughout. The information base from which extractions were made include maps,
timetables, and verbal discussions (not recorded herein) with people who utilised, or
were familiar with the trams of Johannesburp.
Due to the nature of the study assessing the interaction between thb tramway
system and its spatial and aspatial context, the theoretical premise of urban
morpho''''9Y is considered appropriate. Urban morphology [s broadly concerned
with lrcS study of the causes contributing to a particular urban form. It involves an
analytical understanding of the city as that which is an existing bunt form; in
constant flux and in a continuum of change, and thereby the implication is that the
city is the focus of constant interaction between socio-political and ~conomic for ces;
and the built environment in which these forces manifest.
2.3.1 The Johannesburg tramways
On a national level, the introduction of the tramway came into operation in 1886 in
Cape Town with firstly horse-drawn busses and then trams. This was the first step
towards the acceleration of suburban sprawl. Christopher (1984, p.83) notes U..,;
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"owing to the initial high costs of transport it was the more affluent who were
able to move, hence the new suburbs beyond the city boundary were at first
spacious with villa devetopments. However, cost reduction instituted mass
transportation which enebled the working class to move. There was thus a
steady outward movement of those able to do so as well as a migration into
the city from rural area and from other paris of the world".
Even prior to 1920, the relationship between urban rail and tram transport, and
urban development and expansion was evident. The tramway extensions and route
alignments were of particular concern to suburban speculators and developers.
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Locally, the introduction of tramways has had a Significant impact on the form and
functloninq of the city. The relevance of understanding the history of the
Johannesburg tramways is to indicate firstly the reasons for its failure and secondly
as a basis for comparison of the reintroduction of such systems internationally.
Mc\e.tf. . pl2.h'l'! ' '~
The birth ..•
1891 marks a time whereby the prospects of operating a successful transport
business in the mining town of Johannesburg had been investigated by the
ubiquitous Nellmapius. In 1889 he approached the Kruger government with a
request for a concession to operate an animal powered service in Johannesburg for
a thirty year period. The concession was granted as it was seen to be a boost for
urban industrial development and therefore an important market for the Boer
farmers in providing forage, mules and horses. Soon after the concession was
granted, Nellmapius sold it to Rand Mining Company owned by Neumann, Hanau
and King (van Onselen 1982, p.9).
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In 1889 Neumann and his partners floated the Johannesburg City and Suburban Co.
Ud. It was believed, that this company would in future be permitted to operate a
more profitable tramway system which in turn sparked off speculative interest from
prominent investors (van Onselen 1982, p.9).
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With the exception of a thousand pound deposit payable by Neumann, the
govemmsnt was responsible for the construction and operation of the line. While
there was no Tramways Act, as in Britain at the time, certain specifications were laid
down, including
"Tbe gauge of the line was to be three feet in. and the track single, with
passing places ... responsible for maintaining the space between the rails
and the road for a distance of two feet on each side... it was required initially
to ballast and pave these areas only where and when the government
required this" (Spit 1976, p.10).
Construction was initiated in 1890, utilising very light grooved rail, spiked to buried
wooden sleepers. The single line in 1891 was a loop from the city to Jeppes Bridge
via BrEIs Street as well as a Wolhuter branch line opened. In 1893, a branch via
Hospital Hill to Doornfontein, was opened with free rides on opening day. At later
dates, the main line was extended to Belgrarja as wail as a branch to Braamfontein
(ibld., pp.11-1~). It is assumed that the colour of the cars corresponded to the
particular routes served.
1891 was however, a year marked by depression and therefore after eleven months
the shareholders in City and Suburban noted a dismal gross profit. According to
van Onselen (1982, p.9) it was largely due to the profit figure of two thousand
pounds that prompted the company directors to approach Kruger with a request of
electrification of its line. The request was turned down in order to protect the long
term interests of the farmers. The period 1822 to 1899 may be marked as the
Witwatersrand's great lurch towards modern industrial society. It has bel.m further
noted that it was a movement which was facilitated rather than frustrater. by the
Kruger government. Simons and Simons (1897, in van Onselen 1982, p. 23) have
indicated that
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"Few agrarian societies were so richly endowed or well equipped as the
Transvaal for an industrial revolution. The republic attracted educated and
professional men from Hel/and or the Cape, and was beginning to produce its
own specialists. L~ft to itself it would have developed an efficient
administration, a network of rai/ways and roads, and adequate supplies of
wfllter and power. Far from being intractable, the burghers expanded
production to provide foodstuffs for the Rand, built railways linking it to the
ports, enacted an excellent mining code, kept order over unruly, rebellious
fortune-hunters, repel/ed an armed imperialist invasion and held over the
wor/d's greatest military power at bay for more than fivo years".
wbE.:D~ I c!e..:rb ~
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In 1895, another application by the City and Suburban Tramway Company was
submitted to Pretoria to electrify its lines on the Rand. It was again rejected. In
response the City and Suburban Company decided to extend its horse drawn lines
by twenty-five percent. This had a depremental effect on self-employed cab owners
who now had to compete with a powerful company as well as a rise in the price of
horses and forage. Similarly, an application was again refused.
FEDas\i:..\ b:\'{ "fLtJ.N.S :
'MIN0LED v.nK 0J1t:£.
'~'Pce..:r MOC€'b In 1900, a skirmish in Kensington led to martial law and Johannesburg became a
gh6st town after the deportation of torelqners and republican government
syrnphathlsers.
'The tramway company's property was (7:;quisitionedand the depot became a
police barracks; the tram horses were taken for military duties and a/l track
crossing railway lines were removed, to prevent obstacles being placed in the
way of military trains ... Those inhabite'~ts who remained in Johannesburg
made do with cabs and bicycles, the latter enjoying a great boom in popularity
during the war. Gradually the tram tracks disappeared under layers
accumulated dust', (Spit 1976, 15-16).
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Metamorphosis aaa
When the South African war ended in 1902, it was already recognised the previous
year that
"The town council wi!! thus accept the duty of providing for the welfare of
workers with moderate incomes, to whom a cheap, efficient and
we!l-regulated tramway-system is practically a necessity, tending as it does to
remove the disadvantages of residents at a distance from their work ... "
(Major O'Meara, in VRnOnselen 1982, p.163).
The turn of the century also marked the significant change in Johannesburg from a
tent town to a suburban city. Aecordinq to van Onselen (1982, p.164) the
development of suburbs was consciously facilitated by the state. The spatial result
was a dispersal of the white working class from the high rental areas of the city
centre. Increasingly, the distance between place of work and residence was
increasing steadily. It was at this point that Johannesburg differs from Western
cities which underwent the industrial revolution. It has been noted that while Engels
and others had described the deplorable conditions of the urban proletariat, they
had still continued to reside and work within the immediate bounds of the "walking
city". The Johannesburg condition was one whereby the proletariat spent a
significant proportion of its income on daily transport requirements.
The Zuid Afrikaansche Republiek agreed to recognise the original concession
granted to the City and Suburban Tramway Company. The tracks were excavated
and missing portions relaid. New horses were purchased after tile military refused
to reinstate the company. The tramway services resumed from Market Square to
Fordsburg and Wolhuter. The sendee to Belgravia commenced shortly after this.
The international experience, particularly since the 1870's towards counteracted the
problem of a dispersed urban population by means Of a horse-drawn tram service
within the inner city. However, the introduction of electricity revolutionised public
B~u:.oN.lC6 KI 19126'Trt..a::e.
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transport. Many industrial cities throughout the world had by the 1890's introduced
the electric tram or trolley. It was hoped, that the siqniftccnt impacts which the
electric tram had internationally could be replicated in Johannesburg. The
milestone to shift towards electric tramways in Johannesburg occurred in 1903,
when it was accepted by counc'l to establish and operate electric tramways. Of
relevance to this study, several of the proposals related to the tramways are
highlighted:
• From Market Street, through Eloff and Noord Streets, joining the route of Market
Street to Goldreich Street at Twist Street.
• From Harrison Street, through Bree and Marais Streets, terminating at the Newtown
railway crossing (Viljoen Street).
M~ 8llE£i c.. I~D=t
• Through Jeppe Street, joining the tracks in Harrison and Troye Streets (Spit 1976,
p.21-22).
I
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The Johannesburg cabbies played a role, albeit minor in the decline in
Johannesburg's urban transport until World War 1. Van Onselen (1982, p.172)
noted that from the late 1880's onwards, a part of Johannesburg's growing
transports requirements weif: met through private enterprise. The cab drivers
became identifiable with common class interests. Having formed the Cab Owners'
Association, they began demanding improved roads and cab ranks within their area
of operation, namely that of a three mile radius of Market Square.
H
Sagregated action against. black cabby drivers was officially noted in 1897 when it
was reported in the press that they be refused licences to operate. However,
despite white hostility and lack of clarity regarding their legal status the black
cabbies continued to operate until the advent of British rule in the Transvaal (ibid.,
p.173). The coloured cabbies of Johannesburg had preferential treatment to their
black counterparts allegedly due to their knowledge of horses and civility to their
superiors, presumably white.
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After the establishment of the railway in 1892 and 1895, there was an increasing
need for intra-city transport, fulfilled by Johannesburg cabbies. The cabbies were
then faced with a series of devastating blows including it.S extension of the tram
lines by twenty-five percent in 1896, the increasing popularity of the bicycle by the
working class, and higher prices for horses and forage (van Onselen 1982, p.175).
The effects of the electric tramway did indicate an increase in the number of
passengers from three and a half million in 1904-05. to four and a half million in
1906-07, by 1914, in excess of thirty ITliIIi01l were utilising the system annually.
At the time of the introduction of the electric tramways, plans were drawn for a
Radial f:oute Scheme as an extension of the centra: network. According to Spit
(1976, p.27) this scheme
.-
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"provided for a complete circle of routes radiating from the city and covering
the suburbs in such a fashion that no person lived more than 1/3mile from a
tramway route" .
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This inner network was seen to form the basis of future extensions to outer areas,
although in practice this did not occur fully. Of particular reference to this study, is
the historical background to the eastern suburbs' routes. Due largely to the
topographical nature of the eastern suburbs their shape is that of a trident. This
trident consists of three valleys, bounded by the Observatory ridge and the SATS
mainline. In 1906, these three valleys were controlled by three companies which
were responsible for the sale of land and negotiations for service provision with the
local authority. The Malvern Estates Company, the Kensington Township
Company, and the Bezuidenhout Valley Township Company.
:- _~;;._.;:-_- ''''~'''''~''~~~''~''''::::1!!M1&= • L
"each wished its suburb to be served by tramways and undertook to supply
capital for the construction of track nnd to provide a guarantee covering the
municipality against losses" (Spit 1976, p.29).
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The problem arose when all the land within these suburbs had been sold off, leaving
the local authority to provide lacking amenities.
An issue which has direct pertinence to the current debate regarding the pilotroute
proposed for a light rail system, is the continued choice of Main Street. At the turn
of the century, there w().sa debate between Mordey and Dawbarn, and the majority
of affected residents, as to the choice between Main and Commissioner Streets.
The former, who had proposed the Radial Route Scheme, indicated that Main Street
would be preferable in terms of the constraints faced on Commissioner Street.
Reasons included that Commissioner Street would involve additional curbs affecting
wear on wheels and tracks, and that an under-or over-bridge would need to be
constructed at the Jeppe railway. This reasoning may be questioned in light of the
fact that Commissioner Street is wide and one of the few main east-west through
routes. Furthermore, it may be argued that the benefi's of providing a tram system
along a major movement line, would have easily paid for the costs of constructing a
bridge.
-.LJ
1
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The north-eastern routes are also of importance. The Twist Street route
commenced in 1906, extending northwards from Kotze Str~et to East Avenue,
culminating at the final terminus in Louis Botha Avenue in 190'7. The Yeoville route
began a~the Kotze Street terminus, running eastward. Spit (1976, p.28) notes that
due to the rather cramped street layout, the route necessitated several sharp turns.
The road width in Hi!lbrow also necessitated the construction of single tracks in
different str=ets for different directions. The area through which this route ran was
characterised as a flat-building area, as is tne current situation. Sin"'3 the opening
0f the line in 1806, the double track into Berea always carried heavy traffic, which
increased in later yP .;S as it traversed the Hi!lbrow-Berea-Bellevue area.
20
Separation ...
The inherently racist approach within the tramway service appears to have begun in
1911, with the opening of (1 special route from the Weslern Native Township to
Diagonal Street. This is somewhat contradicted by Pirie (1986, p.42) in noting that
......... ,
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"In 1920, the new Western Native Townsliip was linked to the city by a
single-track tram service although costing users haff the Klipspruit fare, was
nonetheless reported to be about a tenth of individual wages. There was an
hourly setvlce excepting between 17.00 hand 08.45 h on weekdays and after
21.00 h on Saturdays".
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The tram service did not vary from the approach to African transport, particularly
with respect to the economic subsidisation required to ensure the operation of the
service. In the case of the Western Native TownShip, the public tramways
- 1l!Atv\ewrE
6IrtcJz.. ~ ~D "were designed "fo encoureqe the (Africans) to move from the bi:.'ickyardsand
slum properiies and occupy the Houses provided for them" II (Pirie 1986,
p.43).
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t: ~f'i~T~ '?leiE l~b). The service to the Western Native Township made usa of rebuilt cars. Many
problems were encountered on this line, including the European war,
Inter-departmental disputes between the Tramways Committee and the Parks and
Estates Committee regarding the payment for the conversion of cars for • native
service' use.
The necessity for racial segregation for routes and cars was clearly indicated in
terms of a Council resolution stating that:
1 Special cars only for natives should operate where there was sufficient tt affic
to warrant this.
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2 In the event of lesser demand, single deck trailers should be run coupled to
European service cars to cater for native passengers,
3 Native passengers travelling as servants with white passengers should sit on
balconies at either end of the upper deck (Spit 1976, pAS).
Further racial differentiation was also indicated, in that
lion native cars, Asiatics should occupy the inside and the Kaffirs the upper
deck, or vice versa. Beth types of native cars were a/so to carry parcels"
(Spit 1976, pA8).
The situation came to a head in 1914 with increasing requests from non-Europeans
to travel on ordinary service cars, culminating in a court case (Williams ar.d
Adendorff v. Johannesburq Town Council, August 10, 1914). The result was that
no!1...Eurof)eans could gain access to all cars. However, the Tramways and Lighting
Company intended to enforce segregation via thp. use of notices inside the cars.
This idea was scrapped after it was hinted that the Government disapproved of such
an idea.
The tramways were d'scrlrnlnatory in many other respects. Mobility, sspeclally for
African domestic servants in the 'white' suburbs, was precluded because the tram
service was racially segregated. The result was that expensive taxi travel was often
the only other available option. The need for the use of the city and suburban trams
by such people became apparent, particularly between 1913 and the 1930s, as
"concessions were sought trom the municipal tramways for 'decent and
deserving Atticens', for those "whose habits of life are of a European
standard" (Pirie 1986. p. 43).
Fare discrepancies also existed between the domestic servant an his 'master'. For
instance, while the 'master' would have paid 3d for a trip, the domestic servant may
22
have had to pay an amount varying from 2 to 4s for the same trip. Domestic
servants often had to endure poor weather conditions in that they were forced to sit
on top of an open double decker tram car.
Due to inadequate service and retail facilities, high costs of goods, and the lack of
recreation and community facilities in areas where Africans resided, the issue of
mobility became more critical. Pirie (1986, p.43) notes that
"Lack of mobility in the face of restrictions on the suburban dispersal and
time-scheduling of social/recreational facilities for Africans compounded the
inaccessibility of destinations".
This segment of the population were forced to travel to the city centre to utilise
recreation facilities or attend community or religious occasions, made difficult by
limited time constraints, distanco from the city centre, and high taxi fares to
commute there.
TI t·' areas of Martindale, Sophiatown and Newclare, located adjacent to the
Western Native Township, were under severe lnflux pressures in the 1930s. This in
turn impacted on increasing transport demands.
"the municipal tram service ... (was) severely overcrowded ... (it) was reported
to be inconveniently long and spasmodic, and the vehicles uncomfortable :
seats had no backrests and there were no windowpanes ... Overall, the
disadvantages of tram ... transport meant the: many Africens diverted to
buses" (Pirie 1986, p.44).
The treatment received by Africans who used the trams was poor. They were given
little consideration and were addressed in an negative manner. There were,
suggestions that
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"white drivers and conductors resented their posting to African trams and
gave vent to their feelings by being "overbearing and curt in demanding fares"
/I (Pirie 1986, pA5).
On completion (If xi Ie City Hall in 1915, schemes had been proposed for the
tramways system to avoid this building entirely,
"so that the citizens could admire its lofty elevation unsullied by anything so
mundane as a tram. These scheme (sic) would have involved loops in either
Pritchard or President Streets, the narrowness of the streets mede them
impracticable and the trams stayed where they were" (Spit 1976, pA9).
in the early 1930's a series of problems had come to the fore, including problems
regarding service inefficiencies, poor perceptions in terms of public transport, and
mounting annual losses. The Spencer Commission of 1934 was sst up to evaluate
the future of the tramway system. Several conclusions were made in this report,
including that the population density was too low, at an average rienalty of seven
people per acre, as opposed to an average population density in Britain at the time
of ten persons per acre. The natural topology of the ridges was viewed as
problematic in forcing indirect routes to be taken, and combined with the altitude
factor, made for inefficient diesel usage. The report suggested changes in both
routes and methods of transport, to be determined based on a specific route. A
further recommendation was made that immediate establishment of a service of
native cars on all important routes, and that good rolling stock be utilised. Subject
to the Spencer Commission, the tramways were rejuvenated for the next five years,
supported by a seven hundred and fift'{ thousand pound contributlon made by the
City Council.
The slow death begins ...
The problems facing the tramways never really abated. Up to the 1950's, the
tramways faced pressure for its abandonment from the media, a series of accidents,
24
some of which resulted in deaths and court cases, operating and maintenance
difficulties during the Second World War and finally the emergence of South Africa
into a period of industrial growth and expansion. Associated with this was raised
standards of living, enabling more people to own a private motor car. There was an
increasing move towards suburban node development, particularly in terms of
shopping and office facilities.
From 1950 to the termination of tramway services, a series of problems were
encountered, such as a strong anti-tram campaign from the press deteriorating
service standards, severe delays, the emergence of Northern Bus Services Ltd. to
serve whites in the municipal area, and further accidents.
Until the demise of the tramways.
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The decline of the tramway coincided With the 1948 Traffic Plan drawn up by the
City Council, which included a program to eliminate ~'!e tram. For instance, on
arterial routes such as Jan Smuts Avenue, Main Road and Booysens Road, it was
proposed that by removing the trucks, the carriageways could be widened without
having to undergo such a costly process of land expropriation and acquisition.
"When the end came on March 18, 1961, it came quiet/if (Spit 1976,78).
By 1963, all the tracks had been covered by tarmac, and the tracks sold off.
2.3.2 Renaissance of the tramways?
.lit-
As early 8S 1969, the City Council identified the need for a rail rapid transit system.
At the Rand Show of that year, a model of an underground station was put on
display. In 1970, the Greater Johannesburg Study report indicated that an
underground system be considered for the city. The report recommended that the
London Underground system be studied as part of a feasibility study. This was
reported in 1971, but no further action was taken. The proposal received
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wide-ranging publicity, and subject to public opinion, the Greater Johannesburg
Transportation Study was never approved.
The issue of a mass transit system again surfaced in 1983, with the Minister of
Transport setting up another committee to investigate the need for such a system.
In the same year, a report was submitted indicating a high-capacity light rail transit
system, partly on surface, partly above ground (on a structure), and partly beneath
ground level, would be suitable. The estimated cost was approx'mately R1 608
million.
A decade later, media reports again begun covering the issue of a potential light rail
system for Johannesburg. Martin Creamer's Engineering News (1993) reported that
"R200-million light-rail transit (LRT) system linking Berea and Hillbrow with the
Johannesburg caD could be given the go-ahead in January next year".
This was substantiated in January 1994, when the Johannesburp City Council
recommended that the principle of a light rail system be reaffirmed, and that a
starter line be investigated in the inner city area (Ordinary meeting of Council, 25
January, 1994, p.82).
The critical question to be raised is whether a revived system will contribute to the
perpetuation of the current neo-apartheld form and urban sprawl, as did the
previous tramway system, or rather reverse this trend.
2.4 CONCLUSIONS AND INFERENCES
The time has come to move into a new mode in thinking regarding city building and
rebuilding. The era of the car and freeways as the foundation for transport is at the
end of the road. This viewpoint is substantiated by Newman (in Allen, 1994) who
states that while the old-car dominated transport system does not have momentum
left, the tide is turning and that the cities which continue to build freeways, are likely
'"v
to regret such actions. At the recent Global Forum '94 on Cities and Sustainable
Development, it emerged that traffic-demand management and public transport
should be considered together with community ideals, as well as promote pedestrian
and bicycle access opportunities.
increasingly, transportation is viewed as an integral component to the environmental
debate, from both a problem and an opportunity aspect. According to Elkin and
McLaren (1991, pA9)
itA transport system can be developed which would make /ife more enjoyable
through meeting travel needs while lowering the risk and fear of road
accidents, limiting damage to the environment, conserving scarce resources,
giving value for money, extending opportunities for groups in the population
with low personal mobility, and generally promoting healthy life-styles".
These range of benefits attributed to urban transportation may I .vide the basis for
sustainable urban development, enabling access to urban opportunities, while
maximising resultant negative externalities.
Public transportation , in general terms, is viewed as one of the key intervention
areas in redressing the density profile occurring in the Johannesburg metropolitan
area (as identified by the World Bank in 1992) by means of a centripetal approach
to urban restructuring. This implies 'opening up' the city, encouraging people to
once again re-establish themselves in the inner city.
This chapter has informed the criteria for evaluation for the selection of relevant
international studies in the field of rapid transit. The process undertaken was to
consider the local, national and international problems facing the city in respect of
the impact of private transport usage on the city form and functioning.
h. is argued that a rapid transport system may be an intervention which can play a
catalytic restructuring role in an overall framework of urban reconstruction. This form
/.7
of public transport, should in taking into account the past failures of the tramway
system, the need to redress spatial inequities, and attack environmental degradation
resultant of a private transport philosophy.
The tra, r1waysy~~~.f3min Johannesburg, had played a contributing role L~reinforcing
spatial dif.\ 'e:1t:cn:ronof the city. Segregationist policies together with technological
and socio-econon ~jc,facilitated urban sprawl and a dying core area. Both colonial
and apartheid policies forced the poor out of the city, thus distorting inner city
residential thresholds. lncreaslnn proportions of income thus had to be put towards
long distance travelling fares. On the other hand, the minority urban bourgeois were
coaxed out further towards the periphery. The urban form began resembling
multi-nuclear model, with suburban centres serving their interests.
The actual design interventions are to be elaborated on in the framework for
catalytic restructuring, utilising rapid transit.
Based on the overview of the history of the tramways in Johannesburg, and the
requirements to reconstruct the nee-apartheid city, several attributes of a mass
public rapid transit system may be identified:
~ Reconstruction or redevelopment of the urban fabric for underlying socio-political
reasons.
+ The intervention is culturally related and conforms to contextual parameters.
+ Sustainable, mixed land use areas able to support a rapid transport system.
+ Focus on inner city-district scale, in terms of catalytic impacts.
+ The system is a fixed investment.
+ Introduction of affordable and sustainable residential environments.
• Reducing the work: residence distance.
• Promoting the pedestrian lind cyclist as key elements in a 'walkable' city.
+ Subordinating the car's role in the urban transport equation.
+ Utilising technology which ensures the system conforms to Agenda 21 and related
environmental approaches.
+ The process of a rapid transit intervention as fundamentally people-driven and accepted
by both users and non-users alike.
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3.1 AIMS
.-
Based on the approach by Rapoport (1990), international hlstorlcat precedence is
to be evaluated in this chapter. The starting premise is the selection of applicable
case studies, axiomatic to the South African city context. Subsequent to the
selection of relevant case studies is a brief overview of salient points relating to
rapid transport intervention in particular cities. Ailowance is made for general points
of applicability to the reconstruction of the South African city, and in terms of the
catalytic effects whrch a rapid transit system may have on the built f/xm.
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The case studies are furthermore discussed in terms of major geographical
categories, including Europe, the United Kingdom, the United States, Asia and
Australia. Africa is not considered herein due to the fact that rapid transit,
particularly in the form of light rail, has not been implemented in any African city.
3.2 SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF CASE STUDIES
• United Kingdom
-..........J
Ul
Based on the criteria selected in the previous chapter there is a good correlation
between the attributes of a scale of inner city/district, fixed system, an emphasis on
pedestrians or cyclists, environment friendly and the cities of Birmingham, Sheffield,
Manchester and to a lesser degree the London Docklards system. There were
weaknesses, or lack of attention with regard to socio- politlcat moH'latio("ls in the
process of urban renewal/reconstruction, cultural relationships, at d sustainable
nature in introducing affordable and sustainable land use in restricting the car, and
ln involving the public.
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:. Europe
There appears to be a stronger correlation of most of the cities evaluated in terms of
criteria 3,4,5 and 6, 10 and 11 and to a lesser degree 8. There also appears to be a
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stronger emphasis on pubiicly driven processes in the cities of Lyon, Nantes and
Grenoble. As in the case of the United Kingdom there is an obvious weakness in
terms of the importance of symbcllsm and relating the light rail system to the
particular culture. Lyon, Nantes, Grenoble and Hamburg to an extent are
.=F
significant to a point of view of promoting a residential component cl~~q2ruentto the
light rail system .
• United States and Canada
\{)
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The evaluation of cities in the United States and Canada indicates that even greater
correlation with the criteria. Cities providinJ a higher p(t·..:.entageof correlation
include Portland, los Ange!es, San Diego, Seattle, Atlanta, Toronto and St Louis. A
significant attempt was made at establishing links between cultural symbolism and
the light rail system in ths cities of Washington D.C., Atlanta, Toronto and St Louis.
While not directly oriented towards reconstruction for soclo - political reasons there
was a degree of correlation in terms of urban redevelopment in Los Angel~s, San
Diego, Washington DC and Atlanta. Edmonton and Vancouver indicate a weak
correlation of attempts to reduce car dependency in the inner city.
z:
• Asia
The cities of Jakarta, TaipGi and Delhi indicate a strong bias towards transportation
planning as underlying rational. Only in the areas of the system being fixed, and
environmentally friendly is there correlation. Most other criteria were nut
considereu,
4
~ • South America
~
J5
Curitiba scores significantly in all respects. There is clearly a strong correlation with
criteria 1 to 11.
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• Australia
Sydney shows strong correlation in terms of criteria 3,4,5 and 10 with weaker
correlations in terms of 1,2,6 and 11.
3.3 UNITEDKINGDOM
3.3.1 Birmingham
"Birmingham is the trenspott city par excellence" (Wenban-Smith et al 1990,
p.11)
The origins of the Birmingham light rail system began in the mid -1980's when the
Birmingham City Council (BCC) resumed responsibility for transport planning in the
area. There was a need for reassessment of transport policies, specifically in terms
of three factors :
• There was political tension a LRT scheme, on the one hand, and a road scheme on the
other, which
"exposed the lack of a clear politicel position from which to strike a balance
oetween the wider public good and the outrage of well- mobilised local groups
of those adversely ettectea" (ibid., p.11).
• I'here was a discrepancy in terms of Bee's thinking to create a European centre in
Birmingham, and to deal with the poor quality of life in the city centre.
• The proposed network of LRT routes by the Passenger Transport Authority (PTA)
.ndicated the need to e}..nlish political support for the development of the system (ibid.,
pp.11-12).
There are several salient points which are relevant:
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+ The transport strategy is one aspect of a broader urban policy stance.
• The transport policy is viewed within a 20-30 year time span in order to consider urban
form implications, as well as socio- economic organisation.
+ The approach needs to have a strong political basis and community support so as to
survive inevitable crises (ibid., p.12}.
II.
3.3.2 Sheffield Supertram
The Sheffield Supertram, proposed b~'the South Yorkshire PTE, opened earlier this
year. It marked a watershed in the financing of modern da: tram systems. The New
Civil Engjnee~ (1994, p.14) indicates that it is likely to be the last in the short lived
breed of government funded schemes.
"The Department of Transport, sporting its new "up with private sector
partnerships" hat, is fast changing the unofficial rules for light rail grant aId
And leaders of the long queue of schemes jostling for pole posiuon for the
Government green light will have little chance of success unless they can
boast either cash, commitments from developers or a joint venture
;)3t{nership with contractor and operator willing to fund much of the scheme's
capital cost" (ibid. I p.14).
The scneme is also different from other British schemes in that exlstlnp roads as
opposed to former rail lines are used. This has been a politically difficult scheme in
that road oriented schemes were rejected in 1985 by local giOups in Birmingham.
S'dEffl~lD 6l)PEl2..~t-.1 C N~ CIViL-
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The scheme consists of two main lines, the first :inking retail, commercial and
leisure developments which are either in existence, under construction or still to be
developed. This scheme relies on private capital investment. The second line is to
follow an existing railway allqnrnent, Warmsley and Perrett (1992, p.15) indicate
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that this route is considered by the City Council to be funded via enhanced land
values.
3.3.3 London Docklands
.......l
The London Docklands Light Railway (DLR), under the control of the London
Regional Transport, was initiated as part of the broader London Docklands
regeneration in 1981. In the same year the London Docklands Development
Corporation (LDDe) commissioned the Docklands Rail Study to investigate
transport solutions in the area. According to Richards (1990, p.127) initial proposals
of extending the underground railway were anticipated to cost 325 million pounds,
and were rejected by the Government as too costly. Other alternatives included a
busway and light rail. The latter was accepted and built for 77 million pounds.
Opened in 1987. the elevated system...,~~.,.
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"uses 8 km (5miles) of existing rai/way right of way, on existing rail viaducts or
at ground level, and 4 km (2-5 miles) of elevated new structure, crossing the
dock basins. The trains are fully automated ... they carry 84 seated and 126
standing passengers, and operate at service speeds of:30 kmlh (19 mph) at a
7 112minute headway" (ibid., p.127).
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This capacity has proven to be totally inadequate. Another area of concern is that
of the "design considerations". In 1984, three years prior to phase 1 being
completed, it was reported that
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''Arup Associates ... have not had any further instructions since April 1984.
They hold what might well be called a 'watching brief' ... The 170 pages in
titre '1 A3 reports, representing a year's intensive design development, were
sent out as part of the documentation to the package dealers, but not as
specifications on which to tender. It will be interesting to see how much of the
Arup's -led proposals are taken on board" (Hannay 1984, pp.23-26).
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What this appears to indicate is the relegation of design to aesthetic and functional
considerations, exclusive of transportation issues. Of concern is that the brief to
Arup's did not include the issue of land values and uses.
3.3.4 Manchester MetroUnk
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"Early on Monday April 27, 1992 Man'Jhester Metrolink car No.1 007, ...
Deliberately bearing the number of the last tram that ran in Manchester in
1949 ... a light gray with dark gray and eouemenne-uim, Italian-made LRV ...
burst through a banner heralding the revival of road-running rail transit in
Britain" (Mass Transit 1993, p.S4).
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One of the problems faced in Manchester has been the lack of connection between
the main line railway stations of Victoria and Piccadilly. Over the past two decades
a range of schemes have been proposed, but none has succeeded. Ultimately, the
solution was seen to be light rail. Mass Transit (1993, pp.54-S5) indicates that
1"'~r III (j'~l,:TJ:R I~C:~
tY.f III 'w~"TCR CrT'..,,(P~E.
"Metrolink is the most successful evolutionary development from a primordial
soup of proposals to connect the strands of rails th(~t terminate at the city's.
two main stations".
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'.. ' \' \. A plus factor for Manchester is that the city is a vibrant transit-orlented core,
surrounded by shoppinq districts. There also appears to be little competition from
the motor vehicle. Furthermore, regional, commercial and recreational activities
focus on the city (ibid., p.SS).
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As part of the bid for the 2 000 Olympics a variety of Metrolink routes were planned
to service the Olympic stadium site.
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What this appears to indicate is the relegation of desigf"'lto aesthetic and functional
considerations, exclusive of transportation issues. Of concern is that the brief to
Arup's did not include the issue of land values and uses.
3.3.4 Manchester Metrolink
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"Early on Monday April 27, 1992 Manchester Metrofink car No.1007, ...
Deliberately bearing the number of the last tram that ran in Manchester in
1949 ." a light gray with dark gray and aquamarine-trim, Italian-made LRV ".
burst through a banner heralding the revive! of road-running rail transit in
Britain" (Mass Transit 1993, p.S4).
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One of the problems faced in Manchester has been the lack of connection between
the main line railway stations of Victoria and Piccadilly. Over the past two decades
a range of schemes have been proposed, but none has succeeded. Ultimately, the
solution was seen to be light rail. Mass Transit (1993, pp.54-55) indicates that
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"Metrolink is the most successful evolutionary development from a primordial
soup of proposals to connect the strands of rails that terminate at the city's
two main stations".
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I A plus factor for Manchester is that the city is a vibrant transit-oriented core,
surrounded by shopping districts. There also appears to be little competition from
the motor vehicle. Furthermore, regfonal, commercial and recreational activities
focus on the city (ibid., p.55).
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As part of the bid for the 2 000 Olympics a variety of Metrolink rOI1~
to service the Olympic stadium site.
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3.4 EUROPE
3.4.1 Marseille Metro (France]
~ Mf~t-flLLE ME1f2D
This particular system was mostly built underground due to the dense urban
development on the surface. It is however significant from the viewpoint of its
positive spinoffs on urban development and public transport usages. The Metro
consists of two lines, with the main railway station (Gare St Charles) being a
common element to both. The first line was opened in 1977, followed by line 2
between 1984 and 1987. The two lines together form a loop around the city centre,
enabling good pedestrianaccessto anyone station. Importantly,
"More than a quarter of the population lives within 500m of the rail network '"
though the area served is only 12 per cent of the city area. Within BOOmlies
20 per cent of the geographical area, but a third of the poputation and over
half the jobs !ie within this catchment" (Walmsleyand Perrett 1992, p.26).
_ North-East Sector DNorthern Sertar The positive spinoffs on urban development should be noted. While no direct
relationship can be found between the Metro and housing development, it is the
proximity of the schemewhich has indicated the location of public development,
including
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1975-1977
.. A public housing development to the north.
.. A new sports stadium at Prado in the south.
1978-1980 1981-1983 1913,'
3 year period .. The Dojo Regional Exhibition Hall at Bougainville.
a; Q)N...-9'RVCTION cf :)Y'lEl.J...JN&S ! B'/ E:fCmrz:..
t:6 'P(e..CEl'lTtlbE.. Of Tti~ \NHOLE. Gill
(_WN..~'1 ~"'iD ~RET 10J1l,.) .
The Prado Seaside Park, constructedon land reclaimed from the sea by dumping
spoil from the Metro'sconstruction(ibid., pp.28-29).
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The Metro has furthermore played a critical role in being a determining element in
the urban renewal process of Marseille, including the pedesutanisation of a major
commercial artery in the city centre.
3.4 •.2 Lyon Metro (France)
Lyon, as the second largest city In France, is a compact city due largely to its
geographic limitations. 'ihe underground light Metro system was introduced in 197f:.1
to enhance transport links between the city centre and ~he suburbs, and to reduce
car congestion. The system is integrated witil the bus network and park-and-ride
facilities.
Since the opening of its first line, the Metro has recovered 120-130 per cent of it
operating costs (Walrnsley and Perrett '1992, p.31). Furthermore, there are several
positive spinoffs of the system, including:
Saone.IiR"I.vv.~er~ .~. -- - -- 9\ ~~ 'P" fF'777_,-J ~ I
.. An increase in business activity in the areas served by the Metro. The Chamber of
Commerce (Marchand 1983, in ibirl , p.J2) indicates that there has been an increase in
city centre shopping, at the expense of suburban s. .~s.
• There have been new developments and redevelopments, which may have resulted from
improved access to the city centre.
~.····~}r··· I ) ., ~ Laurent(:;"~- . A ¢ ••. BOllnevay
Gorge De ".. I;
Loop ·······{·~·h·······.r1_ ...i \ Saxe Gambetta
Be..llecour )./;! ·"'C·•.r.l.) ... ' ...~.
()I 0;'; . .. .r ..I.~ ·...·•..*··...t-··~..' .. The image of the city has improved. Certain streets have been pedestrianised, with large
parts of the city being traffic-free zones. It is ~elieved that the improved image has
contributed to increased economic activity.
I J r L' A --, :I ---'"-..- me - - _. Line C ,:
/-=-- Line B Line 0 !prop~ E Gare De Venissieux 1
LI'ON ME112.D ('IN ~L~'16LE"1 C,ND i=8?J:.Ef 1~2..) . Line D (which is proposed) appears to have had a significant effect on urban
development, in that certain houses in the area to be served by the line have been
purchased and offices built in anticipation of the positive spinoffs to be gained from
the Metro (ibid., p.32).
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3.4.3 Lille Metro (France)
Lille varies from other French cities in that it
. /~
..l/
.l To Roubaix
./ and Tourcoinq
(
Gar~$ .,)
"is not constrained geograpr'""ally ... there are no hills or major rivers to
hinder its expansion, and even the nearby Belgian border has been no barrier
This could account for the population density being apparently lower than
in other French cities, as the city has devp,{oped outwards rather than
upwards, and traffic congestion appears less of a problem" (ibld., p.33).
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The Community Council of liliA adopted an interesting approach of involving
individual architects in the appearance of each individual station. This served as an
image-enhancing exercise, as well as apparently assisting against vandalism. It
was believed that other public functions could be attached to the usage of the
stations. For example the Republlque city centre station was built in the style of a
roman amphitheatre and is used for performances (ibid., p.34).
The Lille Metro has had little positive effect, and may even have accelerated decline
in the inner cities areas. A contributing factor may be the declaration of Zone
d'Amenagement Differe (ZAD) around stations. In doing so, the authority receives
the betterment values of the land, rather than the development. Warmsley and
Perrett (1992, p.35) note that
ULLE iVl8'1W (V'{t.:.Lt-<t6tL"{ ~'~J ~ \092) .
'tn declining areas this has had a negative effect by freezing prices so that
owners could not self l~'1eirproperty at a reasonable price. This may have
actually prevented redevelopment around stations".
3.4.4 Nantes (France)
The tramway system of Nantes was developed in the late 1970's and 1980's, as an
integral part of a public transport system. Feeder bus routes were planned to
connect through to the suburbs. The tramway itself was opened in 198:~ with later
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extensions occurring in 1992, to serve the north-south corridor. Furthermore, the
bus system is malleable enough for routes to be converted fnto a future tramway
line. The Agence d'Urbanisme (Town Planning Agency) indicates certain interesting
data, with particular reference to residential developments, The adjacent graphs
indicate the correlation between the tramway development and:
.. Planning permissions.
.. Large scale developments as opposed to individual applications.
.. The distribution of new developments occurring along the tramway corridor.
Thus, wi .;;~ it cannot be conclusively stated that the tramway has been solely
responsible for positive spinoffs in terms of housing developments, a trend has been
established in this regard.
3.4.5 Grenoble (France)
_ Tramway Area lli~ Nantes City IlT%::] Ccnurbaticn
This high-tech, university city has been well known for its technological
"experiments", including the tramway system. In 1983, it was decided by a
referendum that a tramway system was required in Grenoble. Several objectives
were indicated from the outset for a tramway system, inter alia:
4
• To improve public transport and ease bus overloading.
'"-g
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f3.
• To improve productivity and reduce operating costs.
1983 1984 1965 • To arrest operating subsidies.1'386
[.Ct-.l6TR..u:::flO\! 'F"EQ,MITb roe. DWELUN6b .
lti Nb."'l~ ('t-lhLfII6l.£'1 ~'4D ?~ \1Olz) ... To reduce the nuisance created by busses using the southern corridor.
.. To make the system accessible to the elderly and disabled.
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Furthermore, a tramway was selected due to the insufficient demand and population
densities to support a metro system, as well as the fact that the ground was
unsuitable for tunnelling (Warms ley and Perrett 1992, p.41).
Unlike many South African cities, Grenoble operates on a 24 hour basis. - The
tramway system is heavily patronised in the evening serving the city centre's
theatres, shops and cinemas. The Grenoble approach is furthermore significant in
that it serves to reinforce the notion of a compact city. In the 1960's, an urban plan
aimed at creating a Green Belt and utilising several planning mechanisms, such as
concessions on height restrictions for larger developments, was implemented and
played an important part in making the city more accessible in terms of public
transport. The tramway of the 1980's continued this focus on the inner city.
Three main areas of positive spinoffs in the field of urban development have been
noted:
• Firstly, in conjunction with the tramway installation, several streets in the city centre
have been pedestrianised, As a result of an improved environment, new shops have
opened in such areas. A fear had initially been that shopkeepers would loose trade due
to customers not being able to park outside their doors, These fears did not materialise.
+ Secondly, old railway yards near to the station, have been redeveloped, including
offices, a hotel and a factory centre.
+ Thirdly, the planning of the tramway in Fontaine has opened up an opportunity for the
redevelopment of the nineteenth century town centre. An alternative plan for relocating
the tramway route to the back streets would have caused less change, but would have
made the tramway less effective. Furthermore, a housing association (HLM) is involved
in the construction of housing accommodation around the tramway line. Included in this
are joint commercial and housing ventures at Joliot-Curie and at Gabrel-Peri (ibid.,
p.44).
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3.5 UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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Rapid transit is being inserted into the urban and suburban fabric of numerous cities
in the United States and Canada. The irony, as in South Africa, is that many of the
cities currently viewing mass light rail as a solution to a range of urban problems,
had complex street car systems in the 1920's and 1930's prior to their abandonment
before or immediately after World War II. Ellis (1990, p.77) notes that
"Just as New Yorkers bitterly regretted the destruction of the original McKim,
Mead & White's Penn Station in 1964 and its replacement with the tawdry
Madison Square Gardens complex and its hopelessly inadequate train station
be/ow, so cities like Oakland, Los Angeles and San Jose came to regret the
premature abandonment of their original streetcar transit systems".
EEAVER1C'H
Portland initiated the light rail transit line in 1986, met with huge public opposition.
The system comprises roughly 15 miles of track and 27 stations, including both
segregated and on street sections. The scheme was initially justified in striving for
addressing car congestion, improved access to the central area, changing land use
patterns and enhancing the overall image of the region (Warms ley and Perret 1992,
p.78). Since then, public involvement ana awareness has overcome this opposition.
In Progressive Architecture (1988) it has been noted that
3.5.1 Portland MAX (Oregon)
TiGARD
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"From the standpoint of transit alone, it has confounded its early detractors by
refusing tf) conform to their pessimisUc estimates of 5 000 riders per day ...
MAX began with an amazing 3-day weekend total of more than 200,000 free
riders for its debut. Between then and its first anniversary, the system has
posted an average weekday paid ridership of 19,900".
Furthermore, there have been important economic implications for urban designers.
The first month of the MAX (Metropolitan Area Express) operation, retailers had an
to'NtiTOWI'I Pbl?.Tl...t:>ND \Nllt-I 6TJ).T\ON 6\-1t:L~
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eighteen per cent increase over the previous year, and a fifty per cent increase over
the Christmas period. Furthermore, occupancy rates for office properties increased
to eighty-four per cent for the firs! quarter of 1988. Owners of buildings indicate that
MAX is responsible for enabling buildings to be leased easier along the transit
route. Similar patterns have emerged in Gresham, with new customers higher sales
rates, openings over weekends, an increased commercial building activity
(progressive Architecture 1988 pp.68-70). While MAX may not have been solely
responsible for these results, it has provided a focus with ~1sitive spinoffs.
&fDQL .. , Ar4D .t::.'f1"El2.. Llb1iT
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Warrnsley and Perrett (1992, p.7S) indicate that d Transit Investment Corporation
was formed to manage mixed use joint developments around station areas and to
stimulate private capital through public improvement projects, such as open space
enhancements.
3.5.2 Los Angeles (California)
The significance of the light rail system in Los Angeles lies in its community
development. In 1983 a thirty year, $183 billion mass transit plan was approved by
the newly formed Los Angeles Country Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) ,
The new transit plan is largely funded by voter-approved sales tax and goes beyond
relieving traffic congestion. ;t1corporated in the study are urban design and
architecturally related issues, as well as
"implementation of new Transit Oriented Districts (TODs), which encourage
higher density, mixed-use, pedestrian-and transit-related development"
(Architecture 1993, p.93).
Historically, while the early electric railway has romantic memories, it was never
really a major commuter line. The new system is planned to run 400 miles ann
increasing ridership from 5 to 20 per cent by 2010. The transport plan incorporates
an extension of the bus system, the incorporation of the Metro Rail system, and the
light rail system, The Blue Line a light rail line has been operating since 1990. The
Red Line of the heavy rail Metrolink commuter line has been operating since 1992
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and is expanding significantly. Architecture (1993, p, 94) indicates that at the MTA's
transit based housing symposium, the Vermont/Santa IV'"; "..;B Station is considered
as
} I I
L_ ~._j
HA first stop for many recent immigrants, particularly from Central America ...
(and) as a "context modifier" changing the neighborhood from car-focused to
pedestrian-orientated Ii.
There are several $ignificant aspects to the VermonUSanta Monica Station proposal:
.'
... Maintenance of the small scale of existing residential blocks, oy limiting the size of
parcels for development to three standard lots .
fa
---I l~I~ !J ~fJl ~,~ +- - - .
~e.~rll~-.._.IE
... Encouraging three to four storey courtyard buildings which incorporate open space and
parking. It is believed this will achieve continuity of the pedestrian-oriented scale and
providing opportunities for smali developers.
[J
-
... Clustering of neighbourhood-specific uses and forms around the station \." achieve
neighbourhood identity.
orBi I There are four corners of development:
PeCX:;:..£:-b ~'i WhICH !',. NtETIZD ~t-
crl~\ON C.~N T~~~ DN
i~(-;:n()\'-...\ ~ 111E 'fO:D6 of
t:::. ~. ol2lE..f'{\ED NE".'blietV!(J-C()D
\. ~ mrrueE. 1~2:» .
North -east corner
The addition of market stalls to the station plaza, and the development of a
single room occupancy hotel above four floors of commercial use.
North-west corner
A large mercado with underground parking.
SoUth-west corner
A large mixed-use building consisting of four storeys of residential abe .e two
storeys of retail and commercial space.
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Soutf1-east comer
The retention of a historic building incorporating commercial uses
(Architecture 1993, p.93-94).
The cornprehenslve planning approach to light rail development incorporated the
notion of a Rapid Transit District (RTD). In 1988, it was envisioned that Los
Angeles could be revitalised subject to the spark of pedestrian oriented communities
around transit stations. The approach incorporates the fol iowing steps:
.. A 500..1 OOO-footradius area around the station is analysed to determine optimal
location for the station portal and to provide a master plan for future development.
.. A master plan indicates the primary joint public and private opportunities and roles in
development :
.. Feasibility studies are carried out
.. A master report, incorporating environ nental impacts, and site specifics, iscompiled.
.. Developers are then selected through requests for proposals process for either a station
area or a site specific project within the area (Architectun~ 1993, p.95).
The approach seeks to overcome expensive housing in the Los Angeles County by
allowing development on land in rights of way purchased for rapid transit, or
allowing housing development over park-and-ride lots, thereby €lffec+ivelyoffering
subsidies to developers to build affordable housing (Architecture 1H93).
3.5.3 San Diego Trolley
San Diego was the first US city to rediscover light rail in the 1970's. Having taken
into account the problems associated with the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
I".. ~«;
"<- -.
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system, and difficulty in securing funding from the US Government, a less expensive
European-style option was decided upon. The San Diego Metropolitan Transit
Development Board (MTDB}., as an umbrella agency of the Metropolitan Transit,
was created in 1975 charged with planning and implementation of a mixed guideway
system. The San Diego light rail transit system was initiated the following year.
Due to limited capital resources, the cost of construction had to be minimised. In
1981 the South Line as the initial phase of the LRT was opened, followed by the
East Line in 1986. The South Line consists of 16 miles, 12 suburban stations and 6
downtown stations. In the city centre, the trolley operates within the street space,
alongside an exclusive LRT route and vehicular traffic. Four blocks of a street have,
however, been converted into a LRT/pedestrian mall.
The San Diego Trolley is now used as a model of low cost, timely completion and
local control (Carter and Clark 1982, p.SO). From an urban design perspective,
several factors contributed to the success of the trolley system. The design of
stations was simplified and cost-effective .
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"In the City Centre Area, stations are simple stops on the street and have
been architecturally fitted into an existing urban fabric; along the SO & AE
portion of the line, typical stations have been constructed, with and without
parking,. depending on real estate availability and access mode requirements.
The third station type responds to the unicue requirements at the international
Border in San Ysidro" (Carter and Clark 1982, p.S2).
-:'.J~..,..-1;:;-'"
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As in the case of Los Angeles the citizens of San Diego have been involved in the
pJanning stages of the transit development. In 1987, the community endorsed a 1/2
per cent sales tax increase, which has projected to gel.erate $2,0 billlon over the
next decades. Of the anticipated $700 million earmarked for masseo transit, 80 per
cent will be used for the tro!ley Hneextension to the North and East.C-i\lIL ~lNf..(.eJN6 - ~6( ..e. 198:~).
Community involvement has extended further. The community was involved in the
planning, deslqn and implementation of the project. Oonsultatlon and involvement
,
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was carried out in over 300 public meetings, as well as setting up a technical
advisory committee, which represented private and public agencies. Consultation
with the elderly and handicapped (E&H) committee occurred to ensure the system
wa~ fully accessible to the handicapped. Furthermore, as the system was
barrier-free, and approximately 400 000 people were crossing the tracks each day,
a public awareness program was initiated (Garter and Clark 1982, p.53).
A range of policies and incentives have been identified to reinforce a moderate
density and mixed use around transit stops:
.. The Mid-City Plan District indicates density gradients directly related to transit
corridors, with reduced residential parking requirements. The impact of density
bonuses, relaxed parking requirements and the availability of transit has been a
transformation of Mid-City strip commercial into a dynamic urban community core.
.. Citywide landscape requirements to ensure quality automobile-oriented development is
promoted. The requirements are one tree for every four parked cars, a street tree; for
every 30 feet of frontage, landscaped parkways, no front-yard parking in residential
areas, and buffering of parking lots and public right-of-way.
... Mandatory mixed use developments, transit stations and additional parking facilities are
linked to allow development to occur only at the rate that infrastructure is provided
(Curcio, in Attoe and Logan 1989, pp.92-93).
(_0 V\l... 8,,161N EEr2..\N& - t:f:::>C.E.. IqBy- ) The strength of the San Diego system lies also In what Crane would term "The City
of a 1 000 Designers" in that
"No single "urban wizard" can be credited for the many successful programs
already in place; they are the product of participatory planning. This critical
element in San Diego planning ... provides for the involvement of volunteer
architects, planners, developers, and community interests in formulating
visions and action planners" (ibid., p.98).
,
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Warmsley and Perrett (1992, p.73) indicate that because the public transit system
was developed economically and covers almost all operating costs, the San Diego
area has experienced growth and rapid development. Negating the success of the
system has been the lack of restraint of the use of motor cars.
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3.5.4 S'3attle (Washington)
The rapid transit scheme in Seattle was opened in 1982, consisting of 1,6 km of
track on two lines. The scheme was developed to serve the "World's Fair" site and
linking Seattle's downtown to the "Seattle Centre". According to Warmsley and
Perret (1992, p.79) the scheme was justified .
.....
N lion the grounds that it would serve an expanding economy, there was a
public acceptance of rapid transit and a lack of public support for highway
projects. Petrol and motor vehicle taxes were used to raise revenue for the
scheme 'I.
LEGEND
-Stations
""'''Tunnel The Seattle Underground Transit does have some relevance. This came in
response to a range of suggestions and proposals since the 1960's to address the
severe congestion problem in the CBD. Healy (1985, pp.138-139) indicates that
1\\
~h
SEt~L£ liThe city of Seattle is' the fncal point of the regional transit system. The
system runs smoothly until it hits the hef/vi/y-congested streets of Seattfe"s
central business district .., too many people are following the Yellow Brick
Road, and the Emerald City's downtown is ensnarled in a seemingly
perpetual traffic jam that threatens to choke the vitality of the area".
While the system is underground, attention was paid to surface improvements along
the tunnel alignment. For instance,
.~. -~<.:. >S,,,,.~.'~·~
( ONC€'12,6I2.olJN D 6Yt££. t~B5) .
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"Sidewalk furniture, curb cuts, and bus zones are to be organised to help
separate transit activities from other sidewalk uses .H Other items, such as
signs, sidewalk furniture, bus shelters, vending equipment, trees, plants, fire
hydrants, and alarm boxes, would be located in conformance with a
comprehensive dettign plen" (ibid., p.142).
3.5.5 Washington D.C. (Washington)
-----
Washington D.C is significant from the point of view of its joint development
approach. The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) was
established in 1967. By the late 60's work had begun on the initial 25 mite system.
On completion, the system should incorporate 103 miles of track.
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Warmsleyand Perrett (1992, p.51) indicate that
IIMetro was designed to be aesthetically compatible with the history and
symbolism of the nation's capital. Most of the stations are underground.
They are aI/ of a similar design within huge spacious vaults. Platforms,
mezzanines, escalators and lifts were built freestanding within the vaults,
putting walls beyond the reach of vandals. Materials were selected to be
durable and to give a sense of timelessness ... ".I
I
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_j In terms of the WMATA joint development programme, there are three important
iSSW3S:
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.. Joint development involving long term leases for air rights.
• The provision of system interfaces.
• The encouragement of symbiotic development around Metro stations without any direct
financial involvement from the developer (Warmsley and Perrett 1992, p.S6).
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The impacts of the joint development approach has been evaluated by Cervero
(1994), pooling data of three station areas in the metropolitan area of Washington
D.C .. The study approach used multiple regression analysis to isolate the effects of
rail transit from other factors which may also influence property values and real
estate market conditions.
The commercial and office properties considered had a minimum of 100 000 square
feet of floors pace and were located within 1/4 mile of a transit station. Four main
variables were measured at each station area:
.. Station area real estate market performance variables.
.. Transit service variables.
.. Regional economic and growth factors.
.. Station area transportation, infrastructure, and development characteristics.
The broad conclusions reached by Cervera (1994) include:
• That the proposition that transit, and joint transit developments in particular,
"creete measurable land value and associated benefits appears for the most
part to be borne out by empirical evidence, at least during the 1980s" (ibid.,
p.91 ).
.. In station areas under the control of joint development, vacancy rates are low.
.. There is a positive relationship between project size and a local real estate market.
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3.5.6 Atlanta
l As in the case of Washington D.C., the Metropolitan Atianta Rapid Transit Authority
(MARTA) has used the approach of joint developments at station areas. The
MARTA rail system whicn was initiated in the early 1980's currently has two-thirds of
its stations in the city of Atlanta. In these areas, rezoning incentives for higher
density develcp-aent are promoted within special public interest zones (Cushman, in
Altoe and Logan 1989, p.185) .
Cushman further notes that companies desire to be located near direct transit
access. In response, MARTA has obtained a significant amount of commercial
office space activity around many stations, For example, IBM has built its regional
headquarters (one million square feet) 0(1 MARTA air rights. Of significance, is the
statement that
"Much of this development aid not occur with the original opening of the rail
lines, as development commitments seem to typically follow about 3-5 years
behind the completion of construction at fle stations, Not surprisingly, private
investment often needs the demonstration of success before making major
financial moves" (ibid., p.185).
There is ora shortcoming in the success story of the MARTA development.
Development of some of t; Ie planned mixed use and residential projects have not
been realised. A reason which may be attributed to this, is the general economic
reresslon of the mid 1970's" a period during construction, and the simultaneous
reduction of federal funding.
/l,s was thr case with Washington D.C., Cervero (1994, pp.83-93) indicates the
positive correlation between joint development and land values and real estate
markets. The Art Centre 8r1:i Lenox Square which was studied by Cervero, was until
recently only a major cultural centre. In the mid 1980's however, the IBM Tower
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which was built adjacent to the MARTA station sparked construction of smaller office
buildings in the area. Cervero (1994, p.86) notes that
"By 1991, the IBM Tower had generated over $1.5 million in lease revenues
to MARTA ... Lenox Square ... has acquired over three million square feet of
office space which is now nearly ten percent of greater Atlanta's total office
inventory Owners of Resurgens Plaza, a luxurious office building adjacent to
MARTA's L.enox station, pay MARTA over $100,000 in lease revenues
annually".
3.5.7 Toronto
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The Toronto Rapid Transit System is a subway system initiated in 1954 after the
establishment of Toronto Transit Commission in the same year. The public
transport system integrates an modes, and is a coherent legible system which
follows the rectangular street pattern of the city. Importantly, it is a cheap mode of
transport, it is very stable (for instance the Yonge Street service has been operating
for 140 !fears) and is supported by a sustainable threshold of residential
comrnuruties. Warmsieyand Perrett (1992, p.91) indicate that by 1974, ninety five
per cent of the population lived wlthm 600m of a service.
,------------------
This has had a visual impact on the area in that,
""'1:t:C,"'.flD('N~M~'1 bi'il) 1£.QQ£T I9fZ-J.
"High rise development can be seen around stations towering above the
surrounding area. Half of aI/ apartment construction within the thirty year
period 1954-84 occurred within i3 five minutes walk of rapid transit stations
and ninety per cent of al/ office constructions in the same period occurred
adjacent to downtown stations" (ibid. p.93).
There have also been joint developments in certain areas. For instance, new bus
interc:hange is incorporated into the development agreement between the Toronto
Transit Commission and the developer.
"-:.'. "",
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There are catalytic benefits of the approach held by the municipality of paying for
much of tM~ transport development. It is believed that the city will gain from
development directly and indirectly if transport can be viewed as a rnaqnet for
attracting development. The belief is that if developers were "encouraged" to
contribute more to development positive spinoffs may be somewhat reduced.
3.6 SOUTHAMERICA
3.6.1 Curitiba (Brazil)
The avant garcle city of the 1970's is significant in terms of its turnaround from a
relatively unknown city to one which is now becoming a model for sustainable
development, incorporated in which is a transportation approach. In the rnid 1960's,
a new plan for the city was developed which favoured a restriction of high density
growth to several corridors radiating from the city centre. Herbst (1992, p.24) notes
that
"The result is an unusual skylint;. Instead of the traditional core, defined by a
cluster of highrisers and scattered outlying development, virtually all of
Curitiba's tall buildings are arrayed aiong five transportation "exes" ... that
converged on the city centre from the north south, southeast, east, and
west".
These fingers of development were achieved due to the city purchaslnp and
condemning iarge parcels of land alongside or in nearby proximity to the
transportation axes. Furthermore the city enacted zoning regulations that restricted
development to a two-to four-block corridor on either side of the road (Herbst 1982,
p.24). These major eixos estrutrurais (structural axes) that define llnscr vectors for
development also provide clues for an architectural typology of high-aensity
residential tower blocks, cornmercic' and service-related uses (del Rio 1992, p.275).
..
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The driving figure behind Curitiba's urban model has been Lerner, an architect and
planning consultant in Latin America and New York. In 1971 he was appointed as
mayor, and reappointed in 1979 and 1988. He made significant changes during his
first term of of..~~, Inciuding to the planning department in making it a multi-
disciplinary department. Lerner had a strong vision which included public
involvement. In an interview, he stated that
"Only when the whole population understands and desires .the dream will they
work together to realise itlt (Barrett 1994, p.32).
In 1974 ideas for the city bus system were refi~ed. A three tiered system was
developed to allow for transfer from different bus types without being charged. For
instance, riders could transfer from the red express busses operating on the axes,
to yellow feeder busses that operate in outlying districts, to green inter-district
busses that circulate in concentric circles connecting ootlying areas (Herbst 1992,
p.26).
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The transport network consists of a web of five radial axes which together comprise
over 500km, 270km of feeder lines, and 185krn of inter district lines, carrying in
excess of half a million passengers daily. The system jc:. operated by tile municipal
transport authority (URBS) with no subsidy scheme. The express articulated
busses, able to carry a capacity of 270 people, operate on exclusive traffic lanes.
They lock into ligeirinhos ('speedy'), which are specially designed perspex-tube
shelters (Barrett 1994, p.33).
The system is considered cost effective in that it is three hundred cheaper than a
subway and it can be built in six months. Furthermore its capacity is four times
greater than Rio's subway. (Herbst 1992, p.26) indicates that roughly ten per cent
of users income is spent on transportation in the form of a flat "social" fare.
The lesson to be learnt from the Curitiba example is that the urban deslqn approach
is simple, effective and feasible, and not slrnplistic. In quoting Lerner,
,
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The driving figure behind Curitiba's urban model has been Lerner, an architect and
planning consultant in Latin America and New York. In 1971 he was appointed as
m;~~!01',and reappointed in 1979 and 1988. He made significant changes during his
tt.!.rm of office, including to the planning department in making it a multi-
disoiplinary department. Lerner had a strong vision which included public
involvement. In an interview, he stated that
"Only when the whole population understands end desires the dream w{/l they
work together to reslis» it" (Barrett 1994, p.32).
In 1974 ideas for the city bus system were refined. A three tiered system was
developed to allow for transfer from different bus types without being charged. For
instance, riders could transfer from the red express busses operating on the axes,
to yellow feeder busses that operate in outlying districts, to green lnter-dlstnct
busses that circulate in concentric circles connecting outlying areas (Herbst 1992,
p.26).
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The transport network consists of a web of five radial axes which together comprise
over 500km, 270km of feeder lines, aild 185km of inter district lines, carrying in
excess of half a million passengers daily. The system is operated by the municipal
transport authority (URBS) with no subsidy scheme. The express articulated
busses, able to carry a capacity of 270 people, operate on exclusive traffic lanes.
They lock into ligeirinhos ('speedy'), which are specially designed perspex-tube
shelters (Barrett 1994, p.06).
The system l, onsidered cost effective in that it is three hundred cheaper than a
subway and it can oe built in six months. Furthermore its capacity IS four times
greater than Rio's subway. (Herbst 1992, p.26) indicates that roughly ten per cent
of users income is spent on transportation in the form of a flat "social" fare.
The lesson to be learnt from the Curitiba example is that the urban design approach
i3 simple, effective and feasible, and not simplistic. In quoting Lerner,
,
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"tne clly of the future will not be a scene from Flash Gordon ... it probably will
look ilke cities of today. We have to get grandiose solutions out of our heads"
(del Rio 1992, p.278).
3.7 EVALUATION OF SELECTED CASE STUDIES 'IN TERMS OF URBAN
DESIGN PERFORMANCE DIMENSIONS.
A second level of evaluation to provide clarity on lessons gained from international
precedence, is carried out in terms of a range of urban design related performance
dimensions. The first lave I has been carried out to select tile applicable
international case studies, which have relevance to the South African city. The
performance dimensions are derived from Lynch (i989) and Bentley et al (1985),
and del:~iled in terms of more specific sub-criteria. This evaluation is carried out on
a city wide-district scale.
The performance dimensions include:
Efficiency
Efficiency is a balancing criterion which
"dea/s with how costs and benefits for anyone group are distributed among
the several types of velue" (Lynch 1989, pp.221-225).
Efficiency is considered in terms of the cost related efficiency of the light rail system
itself, and in terms of any positive spinoffs an the nearby urban area.
Justice/democracy
"Justice is the way in which benefits and costs of anyone kind are distributed
between persons" (Lynch 1989, p.225).
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To make democratic cities, processes for the introduction of rap'd transit systems
should also be democratic. Therefore, the first sub-criteria is the revel of public
involvement, and secondly, whether or not the system serves a majority.
Permeability
"Only places which are accessible to people can offer them choice. The
extent to which an environment allows people a choice of access through it
from place to place is therefore a key measure of its responsiveness"
(Bentiey et al1985, p.12).
In terms of rapid transit, there are two sub-criteria of relevance, firstly system
connectivity to other movement systems and built environment, and secondly in
providing access to urban opportunities.
Personalisation
Personallsatlon. is the extent to which people put their stamp on a particular place
(Bentley et al 1985, p.s), corresponds with Lynch's performance dimension of
control. Personalisation is considered at the level of the pedestrian or user, on the
immediate neighbourhood or precinct, and in terms of the built urban form.
Variety and vitality
A choice of activities and uses is a key quality of urban variety. This parallels the
basic dimension of vitality proposed by Lynch (1989) as the degree to which the
urban environment supports the sustenance of urban dwellers. The international
studies are further evaluated in terms of a mixed land U:5ecomponent and of a
strong retail and commercial component.
Legibility and sense
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Sense is defined as
"the degree to which the settlement (and rapid transit) can be clearly
perceived and mentally differentially and structured in time and space by its
residents and the degree to which that mental structure connects with their
values and concepts" (Lynch 1989, p.118).
Integral to how wei; rapid transit in its context is perceived is partly dependent on its
legibility, in other words, how easily people can understand its position in space.
Robustness
Robustness is the choice offered by places to its users for many uses. This
flexibility of space parallels fit, defined as the degree to which the form/capacity of
spaces, channels, and equipment in a settlement can match peoples requirements
(Lynch 1989). This performance dimension is further considered in terms of the
degree to ',vhich stations, signage, street furmture etc., is consistent, and in terms of
the system's fit into the image of the city.
3.8 CONCLUSIONS AND INFERENCES
This chapter aimed at selecting and evaluating on different levels international case
studies which may have bearhlg for the South African city, and Johannesburg
specifically. Three broad conclusions may be reached from the studies conducted:
1 Few cities have relied upon a specific design procedure in accordance with
the broader framework of rapid transit intervention.\/
2 Some cities, particularly in the East, are still oriented towards a traffic
engineering approach. This raises concerns at a similar approach may be
adopted in Johannesburg currently.
bU
3 The trend in the United States appears towards the restriction of the motor
vehicle and the promotion of a pedestrian oriented urban environment. A
reason maybe proffered as to why European cities are not as stror 19 on this
stance as their American counterparts. Traditionally European cities are
characterised by compact urban areas developed around the needs of the
pedestrian and not the motor vehicle and have therefore not been shaped
around the needs of the latter. The lesson to be learnt from the American
situation are the similar sprawled nature of the urban form which have largely
been served by individual motor vehicles. Approaches for the restriction of
the motor vehicle and how to promote pedestrian oriented environments
could be adapted for local applicatlon
There are more specific lessons to be gained from the evaluation of individual cities,
particularly in terms of :
• Joint developments, and more specifically, the formation of TODs in urban and suburban
areas where rapid, ansit is occurring.
• Street specific regulations, such as the provision of landscaping as applied certain French
and American cities.
• The catalytic impact of rapid transit tend to occur within a three block radius of the
fixed system.
• Increasingly the pedestrian is emphasised, paralleled with a reduction in car usage.
• There is a need for public involvement in an phases of the rapid transit intervention.
• The system needs to be financially viable. Creative ways of achieving this have been
applied in various cities. In Johannesburg's case, the option may exist to Cut expenditure
on expensive road building programmes, utilising this to finance the rapid transit, at least
in part.
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.. Rapid transit intervention should be viewed as only one, but integral element of a
broader framework for city re-assembling and restructuring.
• The system should be fixed to provide incentive for long-term assurance to private
sector interests. For example, the study of Lyon indicated that because the system to be
implemented was fixed it provided incentive to the private sector to purchase land in
nearby proximity in advance.
• Not explored here in detail, is the issue of implementing a rapid transit in times of
economic decline. Generally, this may be problematic as indicated in cities such as the
London DockIands which has become the "white elephant" of the Docklands area due in
part to being economically unfeasible.
• Climate plays a lesser role in determining the location of the rapid transit system above
or below ground level, In South .Africa, a moderate climate permits a system above or
on ground level in that protection from severe weather conditions is not required, unlike
in cities such as Toronto.
.. The underutilisation of urban land in South African cities necessitates the need to
intensify development, as opposed to developing systems below ground level.
Furthermore, research indicates that pedestrians tend to relate poorly to subways and
underground systems.
• There is a need to link rapid transit to sustainable development programmes, as is well
illustrated in Curitiba.
+ Intense concentration of activities and commerciallretailland uses tend to occur around
stations.
• Successful rapid transit systems tend to link existing retail, commercial, and to a lesser
degree residential activity areas.
• Particularly in France, a large percentage of people reside in close proximity to a rapid
transit line.
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4.1 AIMS
Research and a brief overview of international case studies has indicated that there
is a lack of a comprehensive theoretical premise regarding the restructuring and
catalytic opportunities offered by rapid transit systems, particotarly as a rejuvenated
form of the nineteenth century tramway The seeds of thouqh; are, however, ready
for germination. Particularly in the past few years, thinking has focused towards
Transit-Oriented Districts (TODS) in the United States, and the implications thereof.
This chapter sets out to provide an overview of TODS, and as an extension, assess
the impactsir ipple effect of rapid transit on the encompassing distrtcts.
In accordance with the approach adapted from Rapoport (1990), both local and
international history and precedents is incorporated, substantiated and added to
with urban design theories. There is an identifiable need to look back to the past to
inform and guide our thinking to address the contemporary non-place realm, in a
manner which extracts lessons. To substantiate and correlate these lessons
(gained in the preceding chapter), several urban design related theories/ideas are
evaluated in terms of application to rapid transit and its implications on urban
development.
The approach for this section is adapted from a layering concept derived from
architecture, developed out of structural theory. This approach differs significantiy
from deconstructivist thinking (in that it does not want to express ambiguity or
contradiction. Three interrelated systems which are overlaid are identified :
1 Line.
2 Point.
3 Ripple
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4.2 TOWARDS A NEW PARADIGM OF CITY RE·ASSEMBLING USING RAPID
TRANSIT AS CATALYST
A series of conferences in the past year concerning design, urbanism and
sustalnability, have highlighted that
"There has been a quiet revaluation going on in town planning and
architectural circles of tho last decade. Urban design ideals are being stood
on their heads. The new movement has taken various forms and names, but
in general seeks to reform design and planning" (K6,....augh1994-1 p.73).
There are seven principles underlyinga reformedurbandesign approach:
1 A spatially coherent and cohesive sense of place, neighbourhood and
community. There must be a move away from the anonymity of suburban
sprawl, to that which builds on local uniqueness.
2 Communities should be more compact, dense and be clearly bounded by
natural systems.
3 Single use zoning should be replaced by a richer and finer-grainedmix.
4 Walking, bicycling and public transit as part of an interconnectednetwork, to
replace the motorvehicle on mosttrips.
5 Focus on revltalisinq, infilling and conserving existing urban centres, as
opposedto new communitydevelopment.
6 Rekindlethe public realmwith face-to-face interaction.
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-t' Replace commodification and consumption of natural resources by
sustainable environmental, cultural and economic approaches (Kelbaugh
1994, p.73).
These constructs underlie the rationale/philosophy behind TOOS and, their
implications on the urban form and interlocking spaces.
It is contended that while all urban development should incorporate these
constructs, urban re-assemblage, should in particular, encompass such thinking.
4.2.1 \:3entley et al ~ti)wards permeability
One of the fundamental steps in ensuring the success of the rapid transit system is
the degree of accessibility and permeability offered by the physical urban layout, so
as to enable more open and democratic city. Permeability is defined by Bentley at
al (1985, p.'i2) as
"Tne extent to which an environment allows people a choice of access
through it, from place to pl'3ce".
This is a key element in making responsive environments. The grid is. . ;ewed as
one of the best ways to enable maximum permeability and therefore potential choice
and change.
4.2.2 Hillier ~movement lines and grids
Hillier (1992, in Murrain 1993, p.88) indicates that
"In a grid people start and finish everywhere, Origins and destinations are
everywhere, with different tevot« ot intensity This by-product of movement is
to generate as many ha,r)penings and interactions as possible ... Enclaves
are almost, by definition destinations which are not available for 'natural
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movement'. They are discontinuities in the urban grid and disruptive of the
movement economy. Any tendency in an urban structure towards
'otecinctieetion' must also be a tendency to a lessening of the useful
by-product of movement".
4.2.3 Bacon: slmultaneous movement systems
Bacon (1967) explores the movement in cities through time and space, from a
historic point of view, as well as movement in more contemporary time, particularly
with the impact of mechanical power. The term used is that of simultaneous
movement system, which refers to paths along which people move or are
transported. Three concepts assist in understanding simultaneous movement
systems:
'1 The relationship of mass and space.
:2 Continuity of experience.
:3 Simultaneous continuities.
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Bacon (1967, p.34) stresses that the purpose of a city plan
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"should lie not in authority but in the ability to influence growth just as the
seed has within it a force which cal '<.;esthe cells to group themselves
according to an order necessary for the organism to develop".
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This thinking to enable growth, and in particular catalytic growth, is critical to rapid
transit. The core of a transit-related district as the focal point of optimum gro'Arth,
relates 1:0 Klee's analogy of the point of convergence of the veins of a leaf as the
convergence of the movement of people and goods within a city.
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The linkage between movement systems and natural or man made topography is
also raised by Bacon (1967). The nature of terrain and natural features can
"serve to emphasize, dignify, or give new meaning to churches and spires, to
public buildings, and to historic movements that have special significance in
the community" (ibid., p.35).
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4.2.4 Rapoport: speed of movement and perception
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A related aspect is that of the speed of movement. Specifically, with regard to rapid
transit interventions, there is a need to consider simultaneously the different ranges
of speed and rates of perception, to provide variety and fixes along a route for
passengers on a light rail car to the cyclist to the pedestrian. Rapoport (in Boden,
i979) argues the need fll complexity arranged to encourage
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"gradual unfolding of the ordering principles, rather than familiarity breeding
boredom and contempt".
Therefore, what becomes critical is the relative speed of thb various transport
modes, Simply, there is an inverse relationship between speed and the ability to
absorb and precess inflaming stimuli. The adjacent diagram indicates that rapid
transit provides a relatively good opportunity to perceive complexity in the built
environment and general environs. The speeds used in this example are illustrative
of an urban conte'
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4.2.5 Crane: five faces of movement and Dynamic City
In terms of "line" of the route of rapid transit, there are two concepts explored by
Crane which are of relevance. :n 1969, Crane proposed that there were Five Faces
of movement::
1 The routef'line" as a C:~I rier of goods and people.
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2 As city expander (relates to catalytic impacts).
3 As a space-shelter.
4 As a channel for information.
5 As a connector between various activities.
Secondly, the notion of a dynamic city was explored by Crane (1960), structured in
terms of
1 Electability.
Choice is the critical key. The grid and associated block structure is seen as
the primary tool to maximising permeability and connectivity.
2 Malleability
The "line" should be flexible- to the extent that it may be upgraded to greater
capacities. It is argued that the built form and public spaces should be
flexible for later conversion and adaptation over time, subject to changing
demands and pressures. To keep land in reserve for future use may be
viewed as problematic in the context of land invaslons
3 Predictability
The IIIine" needs to be fixed to ensure predictability, necessary for attracting
business confidence, as well as providing legibility for pedootrians and
system users.
4 Symbolic place
This relates to achieving a sense of permanence and meaning to both "lines"
and "points". The manner in which this is achieved is largely dependent on
context and precedent,
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4.2.6 Dewar and Uytenbogaardt : towards compacting the South African city
In considering lithe way forNard" for the South African city, Dewar and
Uytenbogaardt (1991), indicate that change should be directed
"towards creating a compact, intensive and convenient city which operates as
an integrated system, which works well at the level of the lowest common
denominator (people on foot), which makes maximum use of limited
resources, and which is respectful of its beautiful natural setting" (ibid., p.79).
The structuring elements are identified as:
1 Regional open spaces.
2 Site-making actions.
3 Activity systems.
4 Public facilities.
5 Urban spaces.
Important to note herein are the last 3 elements.
Activity systems, as a network of interlocked linear activity systems, of mixed
intensive uses, are seen to be dependant on six actions:
compact and densify the city
create a grid of continuous, direct public transportation channels
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Ensure a rhythrr:;cal system of urban public spaces alony these channels,
reinforcing their spatial logic.
Furthermore,
"The public spaces should coincide with points of greatest accessibility and
there should be a hierarchical correlation between the degree of accessibility
and the site of the space (for example, the largest spaces should occur at the
intersection of two major transportation channels containin.g paralleling modes
of transportation .., stopping points for different modes should coincide with
these spaces. f..!/!'l'V informal urban activities to occur within these spaces"
(Dewar and Uytenbogaardt 1991, p.B2).
Public facilities and social services should be located around public spaces. A
sense of hierarchy, scale, definitions and enclosure of spaces is to be aimed for:
., More intense private sector activities dependent on public support should be encouraged
to respond to the flows of people carried in the transportation channels. Proactive steps
towards a higher degree of activity mix, as well as informal trade opportunities to occur
at places of greatest economic opportunity.
+ Emphasize and maximise the potential of well located land parcels through a process of
intensification.
+ Public facilities are concerned with maximising scarce resources available for the
creation of social infrastructure.
11Thus, encourage the atolTttZ'! ,\,,'of PUbliC facilities such as schools. Place
tneir more public functions (sdch 6S hal/s, libraries, cafeterias and workshops)
in highly accessible iocations and encourage sharing between different
institutions and between institution and the community its serves. Encourage
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A mixed use core area should consist of ground floor retail and commercial
space of a mmimurn 10% site space. A minimum of 10 000 sq. feet (110 000
sq. m.) of relai! space should be provided within this 10% minimum. The core
area is located adjacent to the transit stop and is pedestrian-related.
Included are:E224 (..01V\M~ b..l-
• "TtU'.Ntrr BTD'P
+ Convenience shops OlO 000· 165OO~lrq. m.)
• Neighbourhood centres (660 000· 1 100 000 sq. m.)
• Community centres
• Speciality retail centre. (660 000 • 1 100 000 sq. rn.)
+ Formal markets
WliCUSES
To include parks, squares and cornmunlty-related bUildings, for example,
recreation facility. library, cr town hall. Public buildings should be located in
convenient areas, with good access opportunities, and in highly visible focal
points.
RESIDENTIAL
A mix of type, ownership and density is promoted in a TOD. In urban areas,
a combination of duplexes, and 3-4 storey walkups is recommended. These
ccn also be developed to a sub-R6S 000 range if a~proprialG planning
processes and agreements are entered into bet-.een the community and
relevant stakeholders.
,4.
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COMMERCIAl"
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Office intensities (withollt formalised parkir.g) nave a minimum FAR of 0,6.
With structured parking urban TOD offices should not exceed 1,7 FAR.
These FARs encourage multi-storey development and structured parking in
urban TODs. Joint use parking facilities shoutd be promoted. Interior or
"introverted" and shopping centres surrounded by parking lots are not
;:'''lnnitted.
(extracts from Calthorpe ana Associates, 1990),
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a generality of architectural layout so that functional changes can he easily
accommodated over time" (ibid., p.84).
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! ._"_._ .Ii'\. A rapid transit line becomes a critical element in a system of interconnected activity
flows. !t contributes to
"different intensities or thickness ... (making) city places which would capture
the investment imagination of al/ sectors of tl1e city's population" (ibid., p.102).
Furthermore, the different rhythms and StOpSof transport modes is noted, and the
effect this has in terms of creating a complex pattern of accessibility and, thereby,
maximising l portunities
Urban spaces should be introduced at a variety of scales including public social
squares and "urban rooms" (ibid" pp.8(l-84).
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4.2.7 Understanding the TOOconcept
-------.--.-----~----.-__
A response to the problems associated with suburban sprawl and the car-culture of
the past decade, has been Transit Oriented Districts (TODs). The underlying
thinking is that of Neo-Tradltlonal design. scaled according to the pedestrian, One
of the main protagonists of the TaOs concept is Calthorpe. A TOO is defined as
-r ~Z0 OJf-12..DU.- 1:1el911T
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"a mixed-use community within an average one-fourth mile walking distance
of a transit stop and core commercial area. The design, configuration, and
mix of uses emphasize a pedestrian-oriented environment and reinforce the
use of public transportation. TODs mix residential, retail, office, open space,
and public uses within comforlable walking distance, making it convenient for
residents and employees to travel by transit, bicycle or foot, as well as by car"
(Calthorpe Associates 1990, p.S).
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The size of TODs vary from 20 to 160 acres, with two types of TOOs being "urban"
TOOs and "neighbourhood" TOOs. The distinctien between the two is that the
former
\
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"are located on the Trunk line Network at light rail stops or at bus transfer
stations ... (havil1g) a higher percentage of job-generafing uses and may be
developed at higher commercial intensities and residential densities",
'fa:.t£l- 'BL'b
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whereas the latter
cf' INfll'ENL£.
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"are located on feeder bus lines within 10 minutes travel time from light rail
stops or bus transfer stations. These TODs should place a greater emphasis
on residential uses and locaf-serving shopping" (Calthorpe Associates 1990,
p.2).
According to Rosencrantz (1992, in Murrain 1993, p.91) the density and proximity
necessary to make rapid transit work is 20 to 30 dwellings per acre within 200m of
fixed track transit. Calthorpe (1989, in Murrain 1993, p.91)
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"empl.ssl« concentration and mixed-use and supports the 5minutel400 metre
rule of thumb. Within this approximately 125 acre/50 hectare is housing,
offices, retail, day care, recreation and parks ... some 2,000 units of housing
and one million square feet of office space can be located within three blocks
of the transit station without high-rise apartments or offices any higher than
four storeys" .7-
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I Studies by Pusharev and Zupan (1977, p.30) indicate that densities of the order 7 to
30 dwelling unites per acre were necessary to sustain rapid transit. Furthermore, an
increase in density towards 30 dwellings per acre brought about an increase in
transit use, and a sharp reduction in auto travel.
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The concept of a TaD is suostantiated by research carried out by the American
Society of Civil Engineers, in terms of the application of Traditional Neighbourhood
Development (TND). TNDs ale defined as new urban communities reminiscent of
urban neighbourhoods at the turn of the century. Several attributes are associated
with TNOs (correlating with TOOs):
'11E \'t86rec.u~,~
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+ Maximise pedestrian travel tor routine neighbourhood trips.
• Integrated land use, located in close proximity, and often with no buffer areas.
• Higher intensity ofland use.
.. Closely spaced commercial buildings located on the street, narrow streets, small blocks,
and small residential stands (American Society of Civil Engineers 1990, p.l).
Murrain (1993) expresses further thoughts regarding the structure of the urban
district. In terms of pubtlc open spaces, major open spaces should be located
towards the periphery of the 400m radius of the central core, with more community
and neighbourhood oriented open spaces located no more tr-:ln 200m away from
the community it serves. These spaces should also be located at the junction of
well-integrated local connector routes (ibid., p.93) .
In promoting mixed land use, the appropriate building typology is considered to be
+
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"A robust building typology of four storeys maximum, 9 to 15 metre depth with
frequent entrances along its frontage will best ensure a mix of uses at any
one time and over time ... It (ibid., p.93).
..:-.~~
+ In terms of block dimensions, a range of options have been offered, including gOm
(Bentley et al), 165 x 83m based on the American subdivision system of a 4.8rn
frontage (Duany and Plater-Zyberk), 60 x 140m based on a 9m plot frontage
(Thorne), 115 x 80m as optimum for fine grain mixed usa (Baulch) {Murrain 1993,
+
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pp. 93-94). Clearly these dimensions vary somewhat, and are dependent on local
conditions and subdivision systems. However, it may be generalised that blocks
should not exceed 140m in length and 60m in depth.
4.3 SEARCHING FOR "LOST SPACES" IN THE URBAN FABRIC
In order to apply the TOO concept and facilitate processes to catalysis further
positive reactions in the urban realm, opportunity sites need to be sought out. The
focus of this thesis is towards underutilised and unused areas in the inner city.
However, this does not discount other possibilities, such as the total redevelopment
of land, or a single intervention in a well-established transit area. The focus is thus
towards discovering "lost space" in the city.
Trancik (1986) proposed three theories of urban spatial design in addressing this
1I10stspace" in the urban fabric:
1 Figure-groundtheory.
This layer is concerned with the study of the comparison of solid mass (figure) to
void (ground). The aim of the urban designer is to manipulate these relationships
so as to enhance the structure and hierarchy of urban spaces. Five types of urban
voids are identified, which are to bo carved out of and intrude into solids enabling
functional and visual continuity:
+ Entry foyer space.
• Inner block void.
• Primary network of streets and squares.
• Public parks and gardens.
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• Linear open space system.
These urban voids each displays varying degrees of openness and enclosure. For
example, the second above-mentioned aspect portrays both limited enclosure to the
street and a sense of enclosure provided by the surrounding buildings located on
the block.
Three categories of urban solids are jrjentified :
• Object buildings and monuments.
• Predominant field cf urban blocks.
• Directional or edge-defining building;
2 Unkagetheory.
The primary concern here is the linkage between urban elements. An attempt is
made at establlshlnq a system of connections, emphasising circulation. Trancik
(1986) utilises Maki's (1964) ideas regarding collective form in viewing linkage as
the glue of the city. Urban design is concerned with making comprehensible links
between discrete elements, as well as articulating the parts of a large entity.
3 Placetheory.
This stage involves the superimposition of the above two theories in that it adds
human needs, culturat, historical, and natural contexts. It also attempts to include a
temporal aspect.
There are several relevant considerations underlying the approach proposed:
• The integrated approach is oriented toward change and innovation.
• Integration can be achieved via incrementalism, as opposed to total redevelopment.
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.. Mixed land uses offer greater richness and vitality than single land uses.
• New ways of integrating the motor vehicle into the urban landscape can be found.
Subsequent to this, five deSign principles are suggested:
Principle 1 - Linking sequential movement.
Principle 2 - Lateral enclosure and edge continuity.
Principle 3 - Integrat~~dbridging.
Principle 4 - Axis and perspective.
Principle 5 - Indoor/cutdoor fusion,
f"
The southern baIt of Joharmesburq's inner dty is c;;uacterised by "lost spaces" or
gaps in the urban fabric. The opportunity. therefore, presents itself to exploit these
gaps in an optimal manner .. to be explored is the Westgate area in the subsequent
chapter.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS
Relevant extracts of urban design related theories 8:1d ideas from a range of
theorists were evaluated in terms of pertinence to the "line", "point" and "ripple",
These three elements are seen to encompass the catalytic and restructuring effect
which rapid transit may have on urban form and development,
Certain important conclusions in relation to available theories which may relate to
rapid transit and its impacts, include:
• There is a degree of overlap in relation to design relateo approaches to rapid transit in
certain American cities, for example Sacramento where the TOD concept has been
applied. However, developments in this field are still relatively unexplored and require
careful analysis for application in different contexts.
'. The need for community involvement in all phases of the planning and design process of
rapid transit is viewed as increasingly integral to the success of the scheme.
Furthermore, the need for multi-disciplinary interaction, indicated by theorists such as
Crane, is viewed as important to design process.
+ The TOO concept indicates the trend being increasingly promo tied in the United States,
promoting the mixed land use, a pedestrian related environment, sustainable urban
developments, and takes into account the significant effects which fixed irack transit
may have on its surrounding urban environment. The approach of TOOS increasingly
encompasses principals recently promoted in urban design circles.
+ Of concern, are indications that urban design is :'10t viewed as integral to rapid transit
planning, design and implementation. Rather, it is an add on component. Furthermore,
ideas proposed in the United States with regard to concepts such a.:tTODs which take
into account the impacts of such systems on the environment, are not taken up in any
visible manner in South Africa.
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5.1 AIMS
This chapter sets out to provide an altemative vision for rapid transit in the inner city
of Joharmesburq. The application of principles and strategies explored in the
previous chapter in relation to rapid transit catalysis is carried out on one district in
the city - the Westgate Station District. This exploration is considered in light of the
total route context.
Therefore, this chapter focuses on :
• An evaluation of the proposed pilot study route put forward by the Johannesburg City
Council.
• To put forward an alternative route in light of the findings in this dissertation as to
exciting opportunities offered by rapid transit applications worldwide and based on th~
historical background of the Johannesburg tramway system.
.. To provide a vision for the Westgate Station District, identified as. one of several
pockets of unidentified land in the city ripe for intervention and restructuring.
5.2 MOTIVATION
The Westgate Station District is identified as "lost space" in the fabric of the inner
city of Johannesburg. This district is an integral part of the proposed light rail transit
route, as the starter point of the route which runs through the core area, and
terminates in R.ockey-Raleiqh Street, Yeoville. The location of the site on the
"periphery" of U.e CBO offers opportunities f('lr its redevelopment and modification to
be integrated int...the structure of the city, with light rapid transit as a catalyst.
Furthermore, this district incorporates three important elements of the rapid transit
system:
+ The route itself (a part thereof).
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.. Transit stops.
.. The main station (main nodal interchange) at Westgate.
Certain critical assumptions far the implementation af a light rapid transit system are
made:
<0- The city and metropolitan area of Johannesburg will undergo significant econonuc
growth.
.. Processes will h..:.initiated and stakeholders involved ,~ojumpstart housing projects in the
inner city, including the Westgate District. Critical to the success of rapid transit is a
sustainable residential threshold within nearby proximity of the route stops and modal
interchanges.
.. Transportation cannot be separated from other initiatives or programmes, such ,'."
housing development.
.. Capita! funding from road-based programmes for the investigation, planning and
construction of major roads and freeways be shifted in part, or total, the programmes
such as light rail, which would fulfil criteria identified earlier for urban compaction and
reconstruction.
.. Furthermore, the shift from a car-dominated society needs to be strongly enforced via
car tax and other mechanisms or policies, from metropolitan, provincial or national level.
.. There is support from taxi organisation to negotiate en how mass public transportation
can be co-ordinated and efficient to the benefit of the parties and users.
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.. The M2 and M1 motorways may have a negative impact on the future development of
the site in terms ofthe pollution levels generated from motor vehicles. _\ \-----
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.. The mine dump, located in the south-western corner, which measures approximately
12m in height, forms a buffer in the city. It also reinforces the historic link of
Tohannesburg as a early mining town.
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.. The site is clearly encapsulated in the "elbow" of the south-western comer of the CBD,
with the motorway acting as an urban wall. The site is an exceilent opportunity for
redevelopment and intensification. / .
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.. The site has an average gradient of 1:50, the only significant level changes being at the
station platforms which occur beneath ground level.
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Westgate station is the major break modal break: oint (for trains, taxis and pedestrians)I.
\
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with the line .oming in from Soweto. During morning peak, in excess of 10 000 rail
commuters are estimated to transer at this station. The line capacity utilisation is 28% at
Westagte, with violence attributed as one of the factors of its declining usage.
... The RPTP (1994) indicates that 1 566 taxis crossed the inner city cordon in morning
peak. The Long distance Taxi Association is located at Westgate, with destinations to
areas such as Bedfordview, and as far as the Transkei.
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.. The geology of the site is that of the Central Rand Group (Witwatersrand Supergroup).
Westgate lies 'within the band of undermined land to the south of the CBn core, with the
Main Reef Main Reef Leader, and South Reef running in an east west direction across
the site. Back-filling of stopes in the area has resulted III insta'iifity and potential surface
subsidence. In accordance with these conditions, a series:of design guidelines have been
developed by the Government Mining Engineer.
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Critical to the implementation strategy is joint development. Integra! to the success
of jOint public/private ventures,
" ... transit agencies may need to be entrepeneurial. In some joint
deveiopmen: efforts, the public transit agency might even be the developer.
That is quite different from the mission that most transit agencies assume,
which is merely to provide transportation service" (Martz, in Attoe 1988,
p.161 ).
Several key elements are important in joint developments:
.. Land needs to be acquired at station areas or along the designated route. The public
authority needs to ensure that land aquisition does not result in negative property values .I ~
Lt .. The costs of station construction need to be shared.. Concessions may be granted on lease agreements. The transit station can contribute
towards the agency's finances and opening up opportunities to the private sector.
"1"--
+ Benefit assessment fees may be considered. The local authority'S role is to determine a
fee to be aid by property owners in the transit district, which would contribute towards
specific improvements in the district.
l1-!t ?ecac,,? TO ~1 1CC6 .
.. Tax increment financing is an option An increase in property taxes could be directed
towards public project financing.
.. Competitive service contracting. Savings on service contracts and multi-year, fixed-fee
contracts, which may be of the order of20-30 %, can be used.
.. Turkney-plus. This involves the design, construction, servicing and maintenance of
transit-related developments by the private sector. Appropriate development controls,
101+
such as additional density bonuses can have a significant impact on the success of the
transit station.
+ Interface between the transit statum and adjacent development. Good pedestrian
access needs to be facilitated, which takes into account safety, convenience and aesthetic
considerations.
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS
The approach of inserting rapid transit into the fabric of the urban environmentmay
be paralleled to a chemical reaction, whereby one requires all the necessary
elements to ensure that a catalytic reactionmay take place.
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Rapid transit is considered to be of benefit in the sphere of transportatior-,
environment and image,with definite catalytic impacts on the urban environment if
approached correctly, thereby improving urban structure. The findings of
international case studies indicate significant correlations identified as integral to
the reconstruction of the South African city, and with wider application to cities
worldwide.
An important issue is that of political motivations and agendas. Rapid transit
syster•.':: have attracted muc!ojattention from local politicians - enthusiasm often
seems to outweigh the economic issues relating to such systems. Two related
points need to be made - firstly, it becomes apparent that a strong local figure is
necessary or assists in the formation of a rapid transit project, as indicated in
Curitiba, Nantes and Grenoble, and secondly, that the process should be
people-drtven to ensure that the chance of success be greater from the outset, a
lesson that can b6 takenup in Johannesburg.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a need to determinethe appropriateness of application of a rapid transit
scheme in terms of the current planning system of a particular city. This raises
questions pertaining to metropolitan and substructure restructuring in the Central
\Nitwatersrand Metropolitanarea. As part of this restructuringthere needs to be a
clear determination of roles and functions, to help clarify the approach undertaken
for a rapid transit scheme. The public sector plays a critical role in initiating the
processes of large scala developments necessary for TOOs and its associated
routes. The local authorities role should be directed towards implementing and
,105
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systems have attracted much attention from local politicians - enthuslasm often
seems to outweigh the economic issues relating to such systems. Two related
points need to be made - firstly, it becomes apparent that a strong local figure is
necessary or assists in the formation of a rapid transit project, as indicated in
Curitiba, Nantes and Grenoble, and secondly, that the process should be
people-driven to ensure that tht: chance of success be greater from the outset, a
lesson that can be taken up in Johannesburg.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a need to determine the appropriateness of application of a rapid transit
scheme in terms of the current planning system of a particular city. This raises
questions pertaining to metropolitan and substructure restructuring in the Central
Witwatersrand Metropolitan area. As part of this restructuring there needs to be a
clear determination of roles and functions, to help clarify the approach undertaken
for a rapid transit scheme. The public sector plays a critical role in initiating the
processes of large scale developments necessary for TODs and its associated
routes. The local authorities role should be directed towards implementing and
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unancinq (at least in part) thE: line to secure private sector confidence for further
investment in TODs and extensions of the route.
The success of rapid transit also lies in the approach to integrate this mode as part
of a series of actions, and not as single programme. It is not an either-or situation,
for example, car versus light rail, but rather shifting the emphasis of mode where
required.
The idea of rapid transit does not only pertain to technical considerations. The role
of urban design should be towards a more environment- and people-friendly
process. If a more sensitive approach can be adopted, indications are that the
catalytic spinoffs will occur within the systems zone of impact. Furthermore, it may
be used as a tool for restructuring the urban form if appropriate uses and measures
are applied.
The approach of joint development of rapid transit needs to be further explored in a
third world context. Much time and money is expended on comparative technical
evaluations, whereas increasingly the focus should orientate towards process'
related matters such as the "how to implement" issue.
Further applications to other fields of study of the approach extrapolated from
Rapoport (1990) used herein as the underlying methodology should be investigated.
Further exploration of TODs and more comprehensive empirical data regarding
transit impacts on surrounding districts, needs to be carried out on a range of cities.
In addition, comparative analysis on the impact of different transit modes needs to
be carried out.
There is a need to rethink the composition of land uses and densities in inner city
areas in South Africa, and Johannesburg specifically, as well as their mix. By
implication, this means the moulding of ideas pertaining to the TOO "model"
indicated in this study to local conditions.
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The application of certain principles integral to the TOO may be applied in other
circumstances, for example, mixed land use developments can be applied
throughout the city.
Monitoring processes need to be initiated if a rapid transit scheme is to be
implemented in Johannesburg, so as to contribute to comparative studies on rapid
transit throughout the world.
Increasingly, the South African city displays similar symptoms evident worldwide, of
user-unfriendly cities, of sprawling urban form, and of fragmentation, segregation
and introversion of Areas and land uses. The role facing all professionals and
stakeholders with an interest in the public realm is to act proactively to redress such
issues. The way forward is inherently reliant and on historic precedent and lessons,
as indicated in this study.
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Rapid transit
The renaissance of rapid transit worldw:de, sparked in the 1980s and 1990s,
as well as the variations of theme of such systems facilitated by technological
advancement, has led to a range of type of rapid transit. It is therefore
imperative that these types be classified. The broad term of urban rai! may
be classified in terms of light, medium, and heavy systems. This is derived
principally from the type of construction, although the vehicle weight can
contribute significantly. Simpson (in Walmsley and Perret 1992, p.4)
indicates that urban rail systems may be classified into:
.. suburban railways (conventional heavy rail commuter services),
.. metros (traditional, generally underground, medium weight railways),
.. light rail or LRT, and
.. tramways (which includes traditional city trams and new systems).
From a traffic management perspective, the light rail system is classified 85 :
+LRTI - the system shares the road space with other forms of traffic, including
pedestrian,
"'LRT2 - the system occupies a reserved space on the road, and
+LRT3 - the system is segregated from other traffic and occupies the road exclusively.
Furthermore, characteristics of a typical light rail system include station
spacing less than 1 km, capacity of approximately 20 000 passengr- ...- per
hour, and an average speed of 22-30 km/hour (Walmsley and Perre': ,;~92,
5).
While this discourse aims to focus on light rail! rapid rail options, particularly
in terms of international precedence, this classification is a guide, and is not
definitive or fixed. However, due to the need to study the broad impacts
which transit systems have in the past had on urban development, it is
necessary to also consider suburban and metro systems. Inclusion of these
forms of transit assists in an understandinq of medium and longer term
impacts, that is at least 10-15 years.
Urban reconstruction
With particular reference to the South African city, urban reconstruction
pertains to a concerted, proactive effort to integrate the fragmented urban
form, thereby embodying restitution of past actions under colonial and
apartheid rule.
Urban catalysis
The process whereby rapid transit is viewed as a structuring element in the
urban realm, integral to the process of integrating and compacting the city.
The analogy is drawn from the sciences : rapid transit as a catalyst for
positive spinoffs in nearby proximity, forms part of an incremental and
continuous process, Thus, in aiming to playa role in regenerating the urban
fabric on an ongoing basis, it does not change itself, but rather facilitates
change.
Urban compaction
The process whereby intervention is aimed at intensifying and densifying
development patterns to limit the horizontal growth of the urban form. In this
manner, the essential functions of the city are brought in closer proximity to
each other.
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Joint development
This has been defined by Cervera (1994, p.83) as
"any formal, legally binding arrangement between a public entity and a
private individual or organization that involves either private-sector
payments to the public entity or private~sector sharing of capital or
operating costs, in mutual recognition of the enhanced real estate
development potential or higher land values created by the siting of a
public transit facility".
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